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AMU-LED
AIR MOBILITY URBAN-LARGE EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATIONS
This deliverable is part of a project that has received funding from the SESAR Joint Undertaking under
grant agreement No 101017702 under European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme.

Abstract
AMU-LED is a Very Large-Scale Demonstration (VLD) project funded by SESAR Joint Undertaking (SJU)
under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme that aims to
demonstrate the safe integration of different types of manned and unmanned aircraft operations in
urban environments to realise increasingly sustainable smart cities.
The 2-year project will combine various Urban Air Mobility (UAM) demonstrations with passenger and
cargo transport with large electrical Vertical Take-off and Landing (eVTOL) platforms as well as delivery
of goods and medical supplies, surveillance and support for emergency services with smaller
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS). These operations will be integrated with other manned helicopter
missions.
AMU-LED will allow UAM stakeholders to assess safety, security, sustainability and public acceptance
of various use cases applicable to logistics and urban transport of passengers. The results of the project
will be showcased through a set of tests and flight demonstrations in the United Kingdom, The
Netherlands and Spain.
Leveraging from a previous analysis of the current State of Art in UAM [1], this document proposes a
High Level Concept of Operations (ConOps) to integrate UAM within the existing U-space vision to
cover the particularities of the specific UAM users, missions, stakeholders and business cases while
tackling the main challenges that are specific to urban scenarios such as environmental conditions,
integration within Controlled Traffic Regions (CTR), safety, security and public acceptance. The
document, which has been produced within the second month of the project, will still require further
elaboration of some of its sections in future versions. The ConOps is expected to be a direct input to
the definition of Use Cases that will be performed in subsequent Work Package (WP) 3 by setting a
common traffic management framework for all AMU-LED experiments which will test different
platforms, missions, U-space and Common Information Service providers (USSPs/CIS), architectures
and technologies both in urban and airport environments.
This first version of the High Level ConOps is intended for review by the members of the AMU-LED
Advisory Board and tentatively by other ongoing SJU UAM VLDs projects. A second, updated and more
mature version will be released later in the project implementing received feedback and comments.
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Executive Summary
While other international references were consulted [2] [3], this document proposes a first AMU-LED
High Level Concept of Operations to integrate UAM traffic within the U-space ecosystem envisaged by
the European Union [4] [5]. In this way, it assumes that current U-space responsibilities and services
will have to be extended to cope with the particularities of the missions and business cases that are
specific to UAM such as air-taxi and cargo transport and the main challenges of urban environments.
The document lays down the main principles governing the ConOps, by complementing those found
in U-space regulation [4] with UAM related aspects, and it provides a characterisation of UAM by
describing its main challenges, business cases, stakeholders, vehicles and key infrastructure like
vertiports.
This AMU-LED ConOps targets a mid-term scenario (2025-2030) when the first so called “High
Performing” operations (i.e. air-taxi and cargo) will start taking place within a relatively mature U-space
environment with most U1 and U2 services deployed in cities. A tentative characterization of the UAM
evolution from simplified operations towards more complex, highly automated and integrated
operations is presented.
In this line, the ConOps discusses how some actors like USSPs, CIS or Air Navigation Service Providers
(ANSPs) will have to take on a series of new and extended (or enhanced) U-space services and
responsibilities to be able to manage this higher performing and higher risk air-taxi operations.
To guarantee safety and efficiency in this mid-term scenario when operations will not be yet fully
integrated, the ConOps proposes to setup an intermediate layer of airspace to contain air-taxi
operations below the Very Low Level (VLL) to segregate them from manned aviation operating above.
Similarly, these operations will be segregated from other less performing, less risky unmanned vehicles
operating in the lowest airspace and subject to less restricting requirements. On top of this
segregation, the ConOps proposes to guarantee separation by ways of strategic and tactical (advisory)
deconfliction services as well as collision avoidance technologies.
The ConOps also discusses Air Traffic Management (ATM) responsibilities to integrate UAM within
manned traffic, in particular, Visual Flight Rules (VFR) flights operating over cities and Instrument Flight
Rules (IFR) and VFR traffic operating at and around airfields where UAM air-taxi and cargo operations
are also expected to coexist.
Considerations on qualitative and quantitative Communication, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS)
requirements and contingency management are given, including (un-)intentional incursions or
excursions from/to surrounding airspace volumes.
A series of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that will be later used in AMU-LED to assess the
performance of any given UAM environment are listed together with the mechanisms for measuring
those for verification and validation purposes including lab testing, flight demos and simulation or
virtual implementation of some of their elements.
Finally, the document provides some preliminary considerations on the gap analysis and the safety
assessment methodologies that will be further elaborated in a second version of the ConOps.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Glossary
In order to provide a better understanding and to facilitate reading, this section provides a glossary of
specific terms that are used along the document.


Advanced Air Mobility (AAM), refers to an on-demand passenger or cargo-carrying air
transportation service making use of highly automated aircraft that will operate at low
altitudes between places not currently or easily served by surface transportation or existing
aviation modes.



Air-taxi, refers to an aircraft, which can range in size from single-passenger to large shuttles,
intended to bring better accessibility to cities, underserved communities and geographically
distant regions. These aircraft will be mostly electric Vertical Take-off and Landing (eVTOL)
platforms and highly autonomous.



Concept of Operations (ConOps), refers to the description of a particular functional
environment and its applicable rules and procedures in the context of (unmanned) air traffic
management. In the case of AMU-LED this covers a characterization of UAM, envisaged roles
and responsibilities, services, airspace structure and access requirements.



Conventional manned aviation, is referred to in AMU-LED as those aircraft flying either Visual
Flight Rules (VFR) or Instrumental Flight Rules (IFR), which are operated with a human onboard, such as commercial aircraft, helicopters, etc.



eVTOL (electric Vertical Take-off and Landing), is a type of aircraft that uses hybrid electric (or
potentially hydrogen fuel cells) power to hover, take-off, and land vertically.



High Performance Layer (HPL), is referred to in AMU-LED as the volume of airspace reserved
to the operation of High Performing Vehicles. This layer is situated above the Standard
Performance Layer (SPL) and below the Very Low Level (VLL).



High Performing Vehicles (HPVs), are referred to in AMU-LED as those aircraft operating in
higher-risk missions within the certified category (typically air-taxi and big cargo) with superior
flight and Communication, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) performances requiring advance
U-space and Air Traffic Management (ATM) services and making use of sophisticated
infrastructure. See Section 2.4 for further details.



Human-within-the-Loop (HWTL), refers to an automation level where the human is always in
direct control of the automation (systems).



Human-on-the-Loop (HOTL), refers to an automation level where human has supervisory
control of the automation (systems). Human actively monitors the systems and can take full
control when required or desired.



Human-over-the-Loop (HOVTL), refers to an automation level where human is informed, or
engaged, by the automation (systems) to take action. Human passively monitors the systems
8
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and is informed by automation if, and what, action is required. Human is engaged by the
automation either for exceptions that are not reconcilable or as part of rule set escalation.


Standard Performance Layer (SPL), is referred to in AMU-LED as the volume of airspace
reserved to the operation of Standard Performing Vehicles. This layer is situated between
ground and the upper High Performance Layer (HPL).



Standard Performing Vehicles (SPVs), are referred to in AMU-LED as those aircraft operating
typically, but not exclusively, in the open and specific categories with lower performances and
requirements than those of HPVs. See Section 2.4 for further details.



Unmanned Aerial System (UAS), refers to an aircraft and its associated elements which are
operated with no pilot on board.



Urban Air Mobility (UAM), is understood as a subset of AAM usually restricted to high-density
urban and suburban areas.



U-space airspace, means a UAS geographical zone designated by Member States, where UAS
operations are only allowed to take place with the support of U-space services.



U-space service, means a service relying on digital services and automation of functions
designed to support safe, secure and efficient access to U-space airspace for a large number
of UAS.



Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM), is a digital, networked system of services designed to
enable the integration of unmanned aircraft into airspace.



Vertiport, also referred to as vertiplaces, are take-off and landing infrastructures for UAM
vehicles.



Very Low Level (VLL), this is usually understood as the volume of airspace below 1,000ft (~
300m) above built-up ground level (cities) and 500ft (~ 150m) above non-built-up ground.

9
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1.2 Purpose
This document is deliverable D2.2.010 High Level ConOps and it has been elaborated under WP2 UAM
Operational & Safety Concept Definition of the AMU-LED project.
The objectives of this WP2 are:





To review the previous and on-going projects/initiatives worldwide to take advantage of
lessons learnt and most promising approaches regarding the overall ConOps framework that
will be implemented and validated through the project. The main UAM State of the Art findings
were gathered in previous D2.1 Operational Safety Analysis and Concept [1].
To describe the High level ConOps including a characterization of the UAM ecosystem, the
involved actors, their roles and responsibilities, the required U-space services and airspace
structures, etc. Such ConOps description is given in this document.
Additionally, later versions of this ConOps will also include:
o A gap analysis on CNS performance as well as robust Data Management aspects,
amongst others;
o A Safety Analysis methodology to be used in succeeding WPs to obtain the necessary
approvals to fly; and
o Inputs received from the members of the AMU-LED Advisory Board and other ongoing
SJU UAM VLD projects.

This deliverable will provide direct input to the Use Cases and Scenarios that will be defined in
subsequent WP3 by setting a common framework for all AMU-LED experiments.

1.3 Scope
The document aims to provide a high-level Concept of Operations for Urban Air Mobility in the context
of the European Union. It is not intended to provide a Concept of Operations tailored to a specific
location, environment or mission but to provide a set of common considerations and rules to support
the expected growth of flight operations in and around urban areas. It defines the UAM operating
environment in the context of ATM and U-space.
Following the same approach than in the state-of-the-art review [1], the consortium team has
identified 12 key aspects comprising the ConOps, and which correspond to the different sections found
in the document. These are:
1. A characterization of UAM, including key principles, main challenges, the expected evolution
towards 2030+, operation categories, business cases & mission types, involved stakeholders,
vehicles and key infrastructure like vertiports.
2. Roles and responsibilities of the intervening actors, especially the ones directly dealing with
traffic management such as USSPs, CIS, ANSPs, Supplementary Data Service Provider (SDSP)
and vertiport operators which will be taking on a series of enhanced and new U-space services
and responsibilities to manage higher performing and higher risk operations such as air-taxi
and cargo transport.
3. Airspace types and structures, where a new specific upper layer within the U-space volume is
added to segregate high-performing operations (e.g. air-taxi and cargo) from manned aviation
above and other less performing unmanned vehicles below, respecting X, Y and Z typologies
10
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with different requirements and services being offered in each volume according to the
operational needs and safety risks.
4. UAM services, required to guarantee an appropriate UAM traffic management according to
the established key principles (i.e. safety, efficiency, etc.). This set of services builds on top of
those envisioned for U-space adding new technical and operational requirements, which are
needed for integrating these high-performing operations.
5. Separation and conflict resolution, between i) high performing vehicles themselves, ii) these
and less performing unmanned aircraft and iii) these and manned aviation. This is achieved by
ways of strategic and tactical deconfliction services as well as collision avoidance technologies
on top of the above-mentioned airspace structure configuration for segregation.
6. Integration with manned aviation, in particular, Visual Flight Rules (VFR) flights operating also
within U-space over cities (e.g. emergency helicopters) and other manned traffic operating at
and near airfields where UAM air-taxi and cargo operations are also expected to coexist.
7. Contingency management, especially in those situations where vehicles may be forced to alter
their previously deconflicted route in order to cope with potential mid-air or ground collision
risks due to any given contingency occurring on board. This includes intentional (but also
unintentional) incursions or excursions from/to surrounding airspace volumes.
8. CNS requirements, both qualitative, based on operational needs, and quantitative, taken from
former SJU projects that have analysed the performance of different CNS technologies.
9. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and metrics that are essential for assessing the performance
of any given UAM environment and for evaluating the effectiveness, suitability and
performance of the systems, technologies and operational procedures being developed.
10. Gap analysis, between existing and emerging technologies and the requirements posed by any
given UAM architecture in order for it to be safely deployed and operated.
11. Safety assessment methodology, particular to the UAM operational environments to help
design the architecture and associated systems and procedures required to guarantee any
given objective safety levels.
12. Verification and validation, as the means to verify requirements and measure the above
mentioned KPIs by ways of lab testing, flight demos and simulation/virtual implementation of
some elements.

1.4 Intended audience
The document is intended for all AMU-LED partners to be used as a reference for the definition of the
particular use cases and scenarios (WP3) that will be assessed during the project and the subsequent
definition of their technical solution (WP4), the architecture deployment (WP5) and finally the design
and execution of the demonstrations (WP6).
The SESAR Joint Undertaking is invited to use the findings of this high-level Concept of Operations for
Urban Air Mobility, which has leveraged from a thorough review of the state of the art including
existing regulations and vision documents for U-space, to initiate discussions with other ongoing UAM
VLD projects and to extract preliminary conclusions at “programme” level.

11
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The AMU-LED Advisory Board is encouraged to review and provide comments to all addressed topics
within the document and others that might have been missed so that these are taken into account in
the second version.
Finally, the AMU-LED consortium welcomes the release of this document to the public in order to share
the project views with any party that is interested in the further development of U-space and Urban
Air Mobility.

1.5 Acronyms
Acronym
4D
AAM
ACAS
ADS-B
AFI
AMC
AMU-LED
ANSP
ATC
ATM
ATS
BVLOS
C2
CAA
CIS
CNS
ConOps
CORUS
CTR
DAA
DEP
EASA
EGNOS
EO
EU
eVTOL
FAA
FATO
GBAS
GCS
GLONASS
GM
GNSS
GPS
HEMS

Definition
4-Dimensional
Advanced Air Mobility
Airborne Collision Avoidance System
Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast
Flight Information Service
Acceptable Means of Compliance
Air Mobility Urban - Large Experimental Demonstration
Air Navigation Service Provider
Air Traffic Control
Air Traffic Management
Air Traffic Services
Beyond Visual Line of Sight
Command and Control
Civil Aviation Authorities
Common Information Service
Communication Navigation Surveillance
Concept of Operations
Concept of Operations for EuRopean UTM Systems
Control Traffic Region
Detect and Avoid
Distributed Electric Propulsion
European Aviation Safety Agency
European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service
Earth Observation
European Union
Electric Vertical Take-off and Landing
Federal Aviation Administration
Flight Approach and Take Off
Ground Based Augmentation System
Ground Control Station
Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema
Guidance Material
Global Navigation Satellite Service
Global Positioning System
Helicopter Emergency Medical Service
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Acronym
HOTL
HOVTL
HPV
HWTL
ICAO
ID
IMU
ILS
IP
IR
KPI
LEO
LTE
MEL
MRO
MTOW
NASA
OSO
OTDOA
PAV
PBN
PDE
PDOP
PIC
PPP
PSR
RPS
RTK
SAIL
SC
SDSP
SERA
SESAR
SJU
SoA
SORA
SPV
SSR
STS
SWIM
TCAS
UAM
UAS
UK
USSP

Definition
Human On The Loop
Human Over The Loop
High Performing Vehicle
Human Within The Loop
International Civil Aviation Organisation
Identification
Inertial Measurement Unit
Instrument Landing System
Internet Protocol
Image Registration
Key Performance Indicator
Low Earth Orbit
Long Term Evolution
Minimum Equipment List
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
Maximum Take-off Weight
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Operational Safety Objectives
Observed Time Difference of Arrival
Personal Air Vehicle
Performance Based Navigation
Path Definition Error
Position Dilution of Precision
Pilot in Command
Precise Point Positioning
Primary Surveillance Radar
Radio Positioning System
Real-Time Kinematic
Specific Assurance and Integrity Level
Special condition
Supplementary Data Service Provider
Standardised European Rules of the Air
Single European Sky ATM Research
SESAR Joint Undertaking
State of the Art
Specific Operations Risk Assessment
Standard Performing Vehicle
Secondary Surveillance Radar
Standard Scenario
System Wide Information Management
Traffic Collision Avoidance System
Urban Air Mobility
Unmanned Aircraft System
United Kingdom
U-space Service Provider
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Acronym
UTM
VFR
VHF
VLD
VLL
VLOS
WAAS
Wi-Fi
WP

Definition
Unmanned Traffic Management
Visual Flight Rules
Very High Frequency
Very Large Demonstration
Very Low Level
Visual Line of Sight
Wide Area Application Service
Wireless Fidelity
Work Package
Table 1: List of acronyms
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2 Urban Air Mobility Characterization
2.1 Key principles
AMU-LED ConOps for UAM should be driven by the same key principles found in the upcoming
regulation on U-space [4]. These include:


Safety, that must be guaranteed for all airspace users and people on the ground; AMU-LED
will propose a specific Safety Assessment Methodology for UAM operations (see Section 12);



Efficiency, which will require appropriate services for congestion management, vertiport
network scheduling and traffic separation in order to reduce cost, time and energy usage of
operations;



Security, to protect the system and provide traceability and accountability (including
cybersecurity);



Flexibility, to respond to changes in demand (traffic loads), uncertainties and disruptions (e.g.
flight delays, extended flight times, unexpected contingencies, dynamic airspace restrictions);



Scalability, to respond to future changes in volume of operations, CNS and vehicle technology,
business models, mission types and applications;



Equity, to guarantee impartial and fair access to airspace for all users (i.e. air-taxi, small UAS,
commercial aviation, emergency helicopters, etc.). This includes transparency to access
shared resources enabling competitive and cost-effective service provision;



Environmental protection, to reduce emissions and auditory and visual noise;



Privacy, not only for UAM users, but for all citizens, including data protection; and



Interoperability, that should be based on the use of industry standards, essential for a serviceoriented data exchange architecture and the coexistence of different technologies.

On top of these main principles, AMU-LED has identified other key elements that are fundamental for
the deployment of a successful UAM ConOps which are mainly related to the overall public
acceptance.
Ensuring public acceptance will be essential for a prompt and sustainable UAM deployment. In that
sense UAM should be designed to improve affordability and economic viability when compared with
people’s necessities previously covered by other transport means. The aerial transport of people or
cargo in metropolitan areas has potentially high economic benefit to its users and UAM must be
designed to enable and ease the capture of these. By promoting participation and collaboration (data
exchange) and building upon existing aeronautical and U-space services, infrastructure and standards
whenever possible, the deployment and operating cost could be reduced considerably while the
environment matures.

15
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In line with that, intermodality or integration with existing transportation modes (and modals) and
related infrastructures (airports, underground, train or bus stations, etc.) will have a significant impact
within the context of UAM.
Above all, society will be most concerned with safety. Therefore, demonstrating resilience of air-taxis,
including failure mode management for a wide range of disruptions such as sub-system failures,
adverse weather conditions, etc. will be crucial, especially if no pilot is on board.
Section 10 proposes a preliminary list of KPIs to measure the fulfilment of the key principles listed
above by any given UAM ConOps implementation.

2.2 UAM Challenges
For UAM to be deployed, a number of challenges needs to be addressed. These are intrinsically related
to the key principles detailed in the previous chapter, meaning that the solutions to overcome the
challenges will have to be aligned with these key principles.
This ConOps classifies the challenges according to the three pillars of innovation: feasibility, viability,
and desirability. This creates three clusters of challenges that are derived directly from these three
innovation pillars – the base challenges: technology, business, and public acceptance. Besides, UAM
also encounters a set of cross-sectional challenges that can be derived from the interaction of the base
challenges – these are: development, social impact, and process and standards challenges.

Figure 1: UAM challenges

16
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Base challenges
UAM has to be technologically feasible, meaning that vehicle technology and the traffic management
system must be able to tackle the challenges ahead.






Vehicle technology – As the core of operations, the development of vehicle technology is key
to enable UAM. Generally, the performance (speed, robustness, manoeuvrability and range),
reliability, environmental impact, power and propulsion aspects of the vehicle need further
development to ensure optimal and safe operations. Another critical aspect of UAM vehicles
is autonomy. UAM operations will gradually move from being remotely controlled by a human
in command to performing completely autonomous missions. The predictability and reliability
of this technology will be important for a successful implementation.
U-space System – The U-space system will need to evolve to handle several challenges
concerning UAM. These challenges are mainly related to deconfliction, planning and
communication with the vehicle, and integration with manned aviation. The system must be
able to deconflict traffic while dealing with vehicles with heterogeneous CNS and vehicle flight
performance. On top of that, integration with ATC is of essence. In particular,
integration/dynamic deconfliction with manned aviation which does not receive separation
service from ATC. Also, as major cities are usually close to airports, many UAM operations are
likely to take place in the vicinity of airports, for which deconfliction will be needed.
CNS performances are critical to define the separation requirements and the operational
restriction on drone trajectories. It is essential to identify the communications, navigation and
surveillance infrastructure considered.

UAM has to be economically viable, with a value proposition and economic positioning that allows it
to compete with current and future transport means and processes.


Market viability – It is obvious that UAM has to be economically viable for it to become a
reality. Firstly, UAM needs a strong value proposition that allows it to compete with other
modes of transport or solutions. In the case of air commuting, UAM is likely to compete with
e.g., road transport, e-bikes, and others. Other UAM applications such as air ambulance or
inspection also will have to prove their viability and advantage with respect to current
solutions. It is essential that these solutions provide a competitive advantage and positive
impact with respect to current technology and processes. Development of infrastructure to
support drone operation and embedment within the city and other transport modes (multimodality) are relevant aspects of the business case as well.

Desirability is also key for UAM, as it will define its usability and enable its integration in society.


Public acceptance – It is essential that the public accepts UAM, otherwise it will not achieve
the routine and widespread usage that comes with broad integration in society. The main
aspects concerning public acceptance are safety, noise, visual pollution, effect on the
environment, and privacy. These aspects are derived from one key characteristic of UAM –
operation in urban environments. Operations in urban environment imply a notable proximity
to buildings and to people, thus creating new sources of nuisance to citizens. The noise
produced during operations is a source of concern, which is increased due to the proximity to
the city environment. Moreover, the fact that operations may happen over or in between
building creates visual pollution of the skies and the concern of privacy invasion (i.e. drones
equipped with cameras flying next to houses). Further, these operations are introducing a new
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risk in daily life - the possibility of an accident or conflict during operations. This results not
only in third party risk issues, but also the need for citizens to trust the technology to feel safe
while making use of it. Finally, the effect of the operations on the environment and the wildlife
(e.g. birds) presents a challenge for the acceptance of UAM.

Cross-sectional challenges
Besides the base challenges grouped under feasibility, viability and desirability, there is a set of crosssectional challenges concerning the implementation of UAM.
UAM operational aspects are key for its feasibility. UAM is expected to take place in urban areas,
above and in between buildings that may create urban canyon environments and micro-weather
patterns. These usually create mechanical turbulences, wind currents, radio and satellite navigation
(satnav) reception issues or reduced visibility. Therefore, vehicle and U-space system technologies will
have to solve these issues to achieve feasibility and desirability of UAM operations. Specifically, to
ensure obstacle avoidance and how to deal with bouncing signals. Moreover, the heterogeneity in
CNS and vehicle performance highlight the need for a proper airspace structuring, procedure design,
definition of access rules, capability requirements and separation standards.
UAM will also face some development challenges related to the creation and adaptation of ground
infrastructure for drone operations. Vertiports will need to be certified and may face requirements
concerning their location and operations. Vertiports will have to be located in optimised points
throughout the city that can both enhance the operations (energy) and reduce nuisance to neighbours.
Moreover, the integration with current infrastructure and transport means will be key to ensure
multimodality. Addressing these challenges will strengthen the feasibility and viability of UAM.
Regulation and standards for flying over people, with Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLOS) operations,
and carrying passengers will be necessary. This also applies to environmental (energy requirements,
emissions, noise) and safety aspects of the operations, as well as privacy related issues. On top of that,
the vehicles, vertiport and U-space providers will need to be certified.

2.3 UAM Evolution
The whole UAM ecosystem is expected to progressively evolve from initial simple, low-risk (e.g. specific
category) and low-density operations that will be segregated from existing manned traffic towards
more complex, certified, fully integrated operations. This integration will be achieved by means of
access to common infrastructures, services and procedures designed to guarantee safety and
maximise efficiency.
AMU-LED ConOps targets the transitional medium term, when the first air-taxi operations start to take
place within a relatively mature U-space environment with most U1 and U2 services deployed.
The UAM evolution will be different for each country and continent based on applicable business cases,
regulative environment and operational implementation. Table 2 below proposes three standard time
horizons characterised by different aspects such as the complexity of the operations, the involved
actors in traffic management, the airspace structure and integration with manned aviation, the
available UAM services, applicable regulation and standards and available infrastructure and
technologies.
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Short term (<2025), the upcoming European Union (EU) regulation on UAS [4] will facilitate
the definition of U-space volumes and the deployment of basic services (i.e. U1 and partial U2)
to support initial semi-automated (Human-Within-The-Loop) operations of standard
performing UAS, mainly in the specific category. Certain VLOS and BVLOS operations compliant
with existing (and new) Standard Scenarios (STS) will be allowed over people. New actors such
as USSPs and CIS will take part in traffic management activities in coordination with existing
ANSPs and Operators/PICs.
According to [4], separation from manned air traffic will be guaranteed by means of
segregation (dynamic airspace restrictions) and manned traffic operating within U-space in
uncontrolled airspace will be required to make itself electronically conspicuous to the USSP.
Separation between SPVs will be achieved by use of flight authorisation (strategic
deconfliction) and the provision of traffic information to the Pilot in Command (PIC). The use
of new technologies such as 5G in support of CNS will start to take place in certain, but not yet
all, U-space implementations.



Medium term (2025-2030), the complexity of the operations will increase to include urban
Human-On-The-Loop BVLOS operations for standard performing vehicles, fleet operations
(one-to-many) and first air-taxi and cargo transport operations within the certified category.
Air-taxi automation levels will be consistent with those from manned helicopters and there
will be a pilot on board. Different U2 and partial U3 services will be deployed for the given X,
Y and Z volumes.
These high-performing, high-risk air-taxi and cargo operations will demand a specific set of
services somewhat different from that of standard-performing category (defined in Section
2.4), some of which will be baseline to U-space (e.g. e-registration), others will require certain
adaptation or enhancement (e.g. flight authorisation, conformance monitoring, tactical
deconfliction, etc.) and others will be completely new (e.g. vertiport flow management). The
provision of this type of “enhanced” services might require an additional certification by the
USSP. Additionally, a new actor, the vertiport operator, will start playing an active role in traffic
management.
Until full traffic integration can be achieved and in order to avoid imposing too restrictive
requirements for the so-called standard performing UAS, AMU-LED proposes that high
performing operations are contained within a new Type Z airspace to separate them from
manned aviation and other less performing UAS. Dynamic airspace restrictions will apply to
secure transitions to/from vertiports (see Section 4 for more details).
New regulations will enable piloted air-taxi operations following current EASA Concept for
Certified Category [5] and will incorporate additional operation categories, services and actors.
While initial operations will make use of existing helicopter and airfield infrastructure, the first
vertiports will be deployed. Specific CNS infrastructure will be made available for use around
vertiports and other infrastructure such as “connected cars” could be of use.



Long term (2030+), remotely piloted and autonomous air-taxis with Human-Over-The-Loop
capabilities will coexist with other manned and unmanned traffic in high density scenarios in
an integrated manner by making use of collaborative interfaces, U3 and new services and
standards. Free routing will be available and all aircraft will be mandated to transpond and
receive to guarantee separation.
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Accrued elements
per subject

Complexity of
Operations

Actors
Airspace structure
and integration
with manned
aviation

U-space/UAM
Services

Regulation
&
Standards





























Infrastructure &
Technologies




Short-term
(<2025)
VLOS & STS BVLOS over people (specific
category)
Standard Performing Vehicles (SPVs)
Low density operations
Low-risk locations
Semi-automated operations (HWTL)
USSP & CIS Provider
Operator/PIC
ANSP
National and local authorities
U-space volumes
Dynamic airspace restrictions
E-conspicuity within U-space
Segregated airspace
CIS services (aeronautical info.)
Registration
Network-ID
Geo-awareness (temp. restrictions)
Flight authorization
Traffic info (manned & unmanned)
Weather (optional)
Conformance Monitoring (optional)
EU 2019/945 & EU 2019/947
EU 2020/639 & EU 2020/1058
EU Regulation on U-space (>2023)
New STS for EU 2019/947.
Certification Specifications and Special
Conditions for UAS and VTOL
Short-term services standards available
Development of standards for Technical
Interoperability (USS/USS and USS/ATM)
Use of existing CNS infrastructure
Initial deployment of new CNS infra (e.g. 5G)

































Medium-term
Long-term
(2025-2030)
(2030+)
HOTL Urban BVLOS for SPVs
 High density and complex scenarios
Fleet operations (one to many)
 Remotely piloted and autonomous HPVs with HOVTL
capabilities
Certified High Performing Vehicles (HPV): air-taxi (PIC on-board) and
cargo
Medium density operations
Air-taxi automation levels consistent with manned helicopters
USSP certified for HPV traffic management
 CIS/USSP/ANSPs evolutions towards integrated
airspace management
Vertiport Operator
Fleet manager
Volumes: X, Y, Z
Specific ZH volume and transition corridors for HPVs
Dynamic airspace restrictions to/from vertiports
Segregated airspace/partial integration
Tracking & Surveillance
Dynamic Geo-fencing
Initial tactical deconfliction
Operation plan processing & Risk Analysis Assistance
Emergency management
NAV&COM info.
Procedural (and initial collaborative) interface with ATC
New services for HPV: vertiport flow management, airspace design and
advisory tactical separation.
New regulation for certified category (EASA concept)
New regulation incorporating additional categories, services and actors
Special Conditions for autonomous UAS and VTOL
Medium and long-term services standards available
Evolution of safety assessment methodologies to incorporate HPVs and
SPVs operations
Update ATM framework to ensure ATC interface with U-space including
communication protocols (SWIM)

 Free route / Full integration
 All aircraft transpond and receive (V2X DAA)

Use of existing helicopter and airfield infrastructure for HPVs
Initial specific “ground” infrastructure (e.g. Vertiports)
Specific CNS infrastructure available around vertiports
Potential use of other infrastructure like “connected cars”

 Integration of ground infrastructure within cities






Dynamic Capacity Mgt.
Tactical deconfliction
Collaborative interface with ATC
Highly automated traffic management

 Complete standard framework for U-space
 ATC and U-space interface regulated
 Regulation ensuring all aircraft transpond and
receive (V2X DAA)
 Certification specification for autonomous UAS and
VTOL

Table 2: UAM evolution
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2.4 Operation Categories
EU Regulation 2019/947 [6] and its amendments EU 2020/639 [7] define three different categories
according to the risk of the operation:






Open Category – These low risk UAS are subject to a set of product standards, which are
intended to assure that they are safe to be used within a designated subcategory of the Open
category. There are five classes labelled C0 to C4 with the lowest number posing the lowest
risk. Home-built unlabelled aircraft also fall under the open category.
Specific Category - UAS used in the Specific category can either be unlabelled or classified as
C5 and C6 when operating in standard scenarios. Their technical standards are dependent on
the proposed type of operation and its associated risk assessment e.g., BVLOS operations,
flights above 120m, drones > 25kg, urban operations or operations over people.
Certified Category - The design, production and maintenance of a UAS must be certified if the
aircraft characteristic dimension is greater than 3m, it is designed to be operated over
assemblies of people, it is designed for transporting people or it is designed for the purpose of
transporting dangerous goods and requires a high level of robustness to mitigate the risks for
third parties in case of an accident.

The three operations categories must comply with the particular rules defined in the corresponding
European regulation, including location and type of the flight, missions, systems, services used, training
and organizational requirements. The requirements for the three categories vary from the Maximum
Take-Off Weight (MTOW), the distance from populated areas or infrastructures, UAS classification and
more.
In order to facilitate the integration of operations from the open, specific and certified categories in a
shared airspace over cities, the AMU-LED ConOps proposes an overarching classification based on the
vehicle performance and needs (i.e. flight performance, CNS capabilities, required UTM/ATM services
and infrastructure). This categorisation responds to the airspace classification proposed in this ConOps,
which divides the very low level airspace in the layers of high-performance and standard
performance.
The standard performance category covers those vehicles (e.g. small UAS) that will operate in the
open, specific or even certified categories within the so-called standard performance layer, in
accordance with the given CNS and UTM/ATM requirements for operation. On the other hand, the
high-performance category would correspond to vehicles operating under the certified category in
the high-performance layer (e.g. air-taxi, big cargo), which implies superior risk levels but also higher
flight performances and CNS equipment, requiring advanced UTM/ATM services and making use of
more sophisticated infrastructure.
In this way, vehicles will be able to access one layer or another independently of their operating
category, benefitting from different airspace management characteristics, as long as they comply with
the corresponding access requirements (i.e. CNS performance, operational procedures, services,
separation criteria and equipment, etc.).
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2.5 Business Cases and Mission Types
The UAM market entails several drone applications and business cases that could help bring value to
society, optimise current procedures and processes for companies and individuals, and improve the
quality of life in cities.
Although all these applications and associated business cases will take place in an urban environment,
the characteristics of the mission and the requirements to perform it vary from one application to
another. On a higher level, mission types can be divided by the expected performance of their vehicle,
CNS requirements, UTM/ATM requirements, and infrastructure needs. To facilitate safe and efficient
operations, the AMU-LED concepts creates two different layers of airspace for these applications and
linked business cases to operate - the high performance layer and standard performance layer (see
Section 4). Generally, this leads to air-taxis and bigger drones operating in the high performance layer,
and smaller UAS flying in the standard performance layer. However, it should be noted that these
layers are not restrictive, meaning that any mission can operate in the high-performance layer as long
as it complies with the requirements to do so. Likewise, exceptions can be accommodated in case of
emergencies or special authorisations.

Figure 2: Mission types allocation to operational layers

High performance layer
Operations in the high performance layer require a higher level of support from the U-space system,
and optimal CNS and vehicle performance. Generally, operations under this category will perform
longer and more complex missions, with the possibility of changing USSP during operation, and having
to adapt to different environments (urban – suburban – rural). Mission types under this category are
the air-taxi, emergency services and cargo operations.
The air-taxi service can be defined as an on-demand point-to-point service that transports people from
one destination to another. The distance range of the air-taxi could go from a more urban mission type
(7 - 50 km) to a long-distance intercity mission (100 – 200 km). The airport shuttle is similar to the airtaxi - it offers scheduled flights between various landing pads in the city and the airport. Some types
of cargo operations will be classified under high performance if these are performed by vehicles similar
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to air-taxis transporting heavy cargo (without passengers). Another high-performance-layer mission
type is the air ambulance. It consists of travels to/from the hospital for emergencies and potentially
hospital visits. The eHang and Tecnalia air-taxis are the two AMU-LED vehicles designated for these
missions. Other UAM vehicles participating in emergency services include also manned helicopters.

Standard performance layer
Operations in the standard performance layer are usually carried out by smaller drones. Mission types
under this category are infrastructure inspection, delivery services or entertainment and media among
others.
Infrastructure inspection can be performed by small UAVs with cameras, facilitating the examination
of hard-to-reach critical infrastructures (like bridges, towers, dams or wind turbines). The use of UAVs
for infrastructure inspection entails benefits in terms of cost efficiency, decrease of danger to human
lives, good-quality, real-time data acquisition, and data storage capabilities.
Delivery of goods & medical supplies. The use of drones for transportation of goods is one of the most
discussed business cases in the industry. Delivery drones are usually classified in two categories:
medical drones and transport-logistic drones. Medical drones offer a fast and reliable solution for the
transportation of urgent medical goods (e.g., blood samples). Transport-logistic drones could offer an
optimal solution for last-leg parcel delivery in urban environment.
Police and law enforcement missions. These mission types can bring an important positive impact on
society, including operations like search and rescue, surveillance, or monitoring among others. Drones
equipped with cameras allow fast and efficient identification of people, good overview of hardly
accessible areas for surveillance, and reliable image for crowd monitoring, with good-quality zoom-in
capabilities. An example is the DJI Mavic Pro multicopter, to be operated by ITG in AMU-LED
demonstrations

2.6 Stakeholders
Apart from those entities taking an active role in day to day UTM/ATM activities (described in detail
in Section 3), there will be other actors influencing the overall UAM implementation, development and
deployment. Some of them could be considered decision-makers as they will shape the UAM
operational framework and its implementation tempo. This is the case of:


City Council / Municipalities: looking after public (citizens) interest, they will push for certain
UAM implementation conditions like specific urban areas to be covered/served or the type of
operations that are allowed or prioritized. They will also be able to decide on the deployment
of public infrastructure (with public funds).



Government / Ministries: will have to accommodate the demands from UAM with those from
other airspace users within and around cities like military, commercial and general aviation,
recreational flights, HEMS, etc.



Civil Aviation Authorities (CAA): will provide the necessary regulatory and operational
framework to guarantee a safe and efficient operation of all types of vehicles, including the
certification of new traffic services providers.
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There will be other type of stakeholders, with a supportive role, that will be required to sustain the
whole UAM ecosystem. These include infrastructure providers (vertiports and CNS mainly), UAS and
UAM vehicle manufacturers, UAS and UAM vehicle design organizations, Maintenance Repair and
Overhaul (MRO) organizations, training organizations, law enforcement and security agencies.

2.7 Vehicles
UAM vehicles can be characterized following different criteria like the category of the operation
(Section 2.4), the purpose of the mission (Section 2.5), the available equipment on board and achieved
CNS performances (Section 9), the level of autonomy, whether they carry humans on board (pilot
and/or passenger) and their flight performances.
Regarding the latter, a substantial difference is expected between the flight performances of air-taxis
and bigger transport drones and those of smaller UAS, which justifies the proposal to segregate these
two types of traffic (high performing vs standard performing) in order to guarantee separation while
avoiding posing too restrictive requirements to small UAS.
Regarding the mission profile, most of the current eVTOL air-taxi designs are addressing two types of
mission: the inter-urban and the intra-urban, being the airport to city centre trip the reference for the
inter-urban mission and the usual taxi ride around the urban area the selected for the intra-urban
mission.
Regarding the airport to the city centre mission [8] [9], covered ranges can go over 100Kms at cruise
speeds between 150 and 240km/h and cruise altitudes between 300 feet and 1200 feet Above Ground
Level (AGL) with 10-20min reserve at cruise power available.
For the urban route, the current state-of-the-art aircraft prioritizes manoeuvrability with adequate
architectures, but reaching lower speeds and ranges (100km/h and 40-50km respectively) with similar
cruise altitudes (300’) AGL.
On the contrary, Standard Performing Vehicles (SPVs) will mostly be small multicopter for aerial
applications like security, inspection, maintenance, small cargo, or filming. Most of the applications
use architectures with less than eight propellers up to three propellers, but also conventional
helicopters and ducted-fan vehicles are used depending on the application.
The proposed ConOps will have to accommodate all sort of vehicles, SPV and HPV which have different
flight performances, manoeuvrability, range, speed, infrastructure requirements and environmental
impact. In order to understand some of these differences, the following paragraphs provide an
overview of the main air-taxi types found in literature and their performances [1].

Air-taxi classification
The requirements and boundary conditions on aircraft design for UAM are in some cases novel in
comparison to classical aircraft design, mainly due to the specific requirements needed for a safe flight
in urban areas. Most research on the eVTOL design has concluded to use three primary vehicle
classifications: Vectored Thrust, Wingless Multicopter and Lift + Cruise [10]. Their major performance
factors, such as cruise altitude, speed, flying range, and environmental impact vary across the different
configuration types [11].
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Typically, autonomous vehicles are designed for one to five passengers. Figure 3 shows the main airtaxi types according to their mechanism to obtain lift.

Figure 3: Vectored thrust (a), wingless multicopter (b) and lift + cruise (c) [12]

Vectored thrust is an aircraft’s ability to influence the direction of thrust from its engines, as shown in
Figure 3 (a). Thrust vectoring for eVTOLs is controlled through tilt-wing or tilt-rotor designs [13]. While
tilt-wing designs have one or multiple propellers fixed to a wing that pivots on an axis to influence the
direction of thrust, tilt-rotor designs have one or more propellers that pivot independently of the fixedwing or structural surface to influence the direction of thrust. The Airbus’ A3 Vahana, the Bell Nexus,
the Lilium Jet, the Aurora LightningStrike, and the Joby S2 and S4 are examples of this category.
Wingless multicopter design is similar to that of a traditional helicopter operating with multiple fixed
rotors, see Figure 3 (b). The multicopter design classification, like the vectored thrust class, is a very
popular design choice in the aerospace community behind eVTOL. These aircraft have no wings and
rely on thrust production via multiple propellers – often four or more. The advantages of a multirotor
design are that the multiple rotors allow for more straightforward rotor mechanics and superior flight
control, as well as reduced noise production and vibration [14].
One of the designs in the air-taxi market is the wingless Airbus – CityAirbus [15]. The CityAirbus is
designed with four ducted propellers that allow for a minimal acoustic footprint. The E-Hang 184 and
the Volocopter 2X (both in the certification phase) are examples of this category, which also includes
designs like the Tecnalia’s wingless vectored thrust, air-taxi prototype [16].
An eVTOL lift + cruise design operates on independent engines for thrust and cruise capability (see
Figure 3 (c)). Typically, fixed, vertical propellers are mounted to the top of the vehicle that generates
lift similar to a helicopter, while horizontal propellers are wing-mounted to generate thrust in a
forward direction for cruising. The ZeeAero Z-P2, the Kitty Hawk Cora, and the Aurora Flight Sciences
eVTOL are examples of this category.

Performance comparisons of air-taxi design classifications
Based on the description of the major air-taxi configurations given by prior research, Table 3 presents
the eVTOL vehicle designs along with their characteristics. Each alternate design has its strength and
weakness regarding range, speed, passenger capacity, and environmental impact criteria.
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Table 3: Characteristics of key air-taxi design classifications [12].

2.8 Vertiports
Vertiports (that can be also referred to as vertiplaces or UAM aerodromes, as more generic terms) are
take-off and landing infrastructures for UAM vehicles. They will be a disruptive element from the UAM
ecosystem and will therefore require special consideration. Due to the similarity between current
eVTOLs and helicopters, it is considered that in a first approach the design of vertiplaces will be derived
from the one of heliports. Nonetheless, as opposed to heliports, vertiplaces are expected to hold a
high density of operations, and they present different sizes, levels of automation and facilities
according to their final purpose. For simple operations of single UAM aircraft, a heliport could be a
suitable platform if equipped with some minimal capabilities.
A local area within the UAM space can be equipped with a single vertiport or with a set of them that
can be operated by different organisations (similar to helipads in some cities). Existing helicopter
landing sites could operate as vertiports under certain premises that are discussed later. Vertiport
functions are diverse, as they may be dedicated solely to passenger transit, cargo loading,
maintenance, or a mixture of these. Some vertiports will provide high-capacity, high-tempo facilities
and integrate with other transport modes. Vertiports will be established more quickly than traditional
airports.
The limitations of current heliports to be directly incorporated to UAM are that they are commonly
conformed by one pad (there are no parking regions) and they are limited in their ability to handle
traffic as well as the technology sophistication needed for high density UAM operations. Therefore,
additional infrastructure facilities such as charging/refuelling and for simple maintenance/repair
operations should be incorporated to current heliports, as well an increase in their automation level
(the vertiport should be provided with weather and surveillance systems to communicate their
availability in real-time).
Some vertiports will have facilities for UAM vehicles to move from the Flight Approach and Take-Off
(FATO) to a stand so that the FATO is available for other vehicles. There will be a mix of vertiports with
and without stands within the UAM environment. UAM vehicles will need places to park at a vertiport
while not in operation. Transition between a FATO and a stand will occur while the vehicle is on the
ground (either towed or self-propelled under its own power) or in a low hover. In addition, vertiports
may require a transition zone around them in order to perform safely the transition of an UAM to
landing from cruise or from take-off to cruise. There exists some notation to distinguish different
vertiplace infrastructure arrangements:


Vertihubs: biggest vertiplaces for cargo and passengers with the possibility of acting as a hub
or central for eVTOL operations within a certain geographic space. Due to their size
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requirements, they should be allocated in suburban or peripheral areas and equipped with
proper infrastructure for various operations including maintenance, repair and overhaul.
Vertiports: these ground infrastructures are expected to be smaller than, and not necessarily
as equipped as, vertihubs since they are not intended to hold relevant maintenance operations
or serve as long-term parking. They are to be allocated in highly urban areas irrigated with
complementary transportation methods for passengers and cargo within the city. It could be
convenient to include terminal-like areas for passengers.
Vertistations: the simplest and smallest vertiplace type, thought for a reduced number of
landing pads. The required equipment does just hold for safety and customer service. These
kinds of infrastructures seem more likely to arise on peripheral regions, possibly for
performing cargo operations such as pickup and delivery in industrial areas.

Vertiport requirements inside UAM challenges
Addressing the technological feasibility challenge, there are several aspects that vertiports/vertiplaces
should accomplish:





The vertiplace should be equipped with a proper infrastructure for data communications.
The complexity of the systems will be proportional to the extent of operations expected for
the vertiplace. Navigation facilities are required: either Instrument Landing System (ILS),
Ground Based Augmentation System (GBAS), dual frequency GPS or alternative means.
Due to the high demand on local resources, vertiplaces/UAM aerodromes should allow utilities
such as internet connectivity, electrical grids or public accessibility.
The vertiplace should operate at an automation level high enough to ensure safety and
efficiency when dealing with high operation rates.

Operational aspects:






There must exist a surveillance system monitoring several data such as pad, parking or
charging availability.
A weather provision system is necessary to enhance safe operations, especially at low
altitudes.
If the vertiplace is public, it must be properly integrated in the UAM ecosystem. This means,
the vertiplace should be as modular as possible in order to hold operations from different
aircraft types.
Ensure safe operations and cybersecurity.
Vertiport managing and priorization of flights will be addressed in further versions of this
document when the airspace division will be fully defined.

Development challenges:


The vehicle type will determine whether the vertiplace should be equipped with a refuelling
or a charging system or both. It is expected that in the future electric aircraft would have a
major role in UAM.

Weather:


There are several actors involved in the definition of hazardous weather conditions. A vertiport
local weather service must be provided for operators to evaluate accessibility based on the
aircraft envelope (proposed for passenger comfort in the case of air-taxis). On the other hand,
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vertiport/UAM aerodrome operator must define the specific weather conditions that could
prevent certain aircraft types from accessing the airport to declare potentially hazardous
weather conditions to USSPs and Operators so that they can take the corresponding actions
(cancelation of flight or re-routing to alternate).
Public acceptance and desirability:




Mitigate or minimize environmental risks, such as noise or power consumption
Minimize risk (in case of accident, for instance) by designing take-off and landing procedures
with sufficient distance from people or buildings.
Urban vertiports for passenger transport should be connected to other urban transport
infrastructures (underground, train or bus stations, etc.) to facilitate displacements. The
inclusion of terminal structures with basic facilities for passengers is desired for medium and
large vertiports.
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3 Roles and Responsibilities
This section identifies the basic roles and responsibilities of the different actors involved in the process
of UAM traffic management. Following the above-mentioned key principles, AMU-LED proposes to
maintain to the highest extent possible the roles laid down in EASA’s Opinion No 01/2020 [4] for EU
Regulation on U-space and extend their responsibilities, or create new actors, when needed, to cope
with additional UAM needs.
In this manner, most of the operational actors involved in UAM traffic management activities already
exist within the U-space context (i.e. Operators/PICs, USSP, CIS, ANSP, NSA and SDSPs) but there are
others which are new, like the Vertiport Operator, the HPV Operator and the UAM customer. Some of
the existing actors might need just minor adaptations to incorporate UAM while others will require
substantial changes. This could be the case of USSPs, which might be required to obtain an additional
certification in order to provide specific services to HPVs.
A list of the different roles is given below including some preliminary considerations on the impact that
the introduction of UAM could have on their responsibilities. Later versions of this ConOps will further
elaborate on these.

Operators
Refer to legal or natural persons operating or intending to operate one or more SPV/HPV aircraft. They
shall establish a contract with one certified USSP of their choice providing the mandatory set of Uspace services in the airspace of operation. In the mid-term (see Section 2.3), these are assumed to
include:
 The registration and provision of Network-ID of the aircraft that they intend to operate.
 The access to aeronautical information, geo-awareness (temporary restrictions), weather and
navigation and communication infrastructure data to determine valid areas of operation. As
explained in Section 4 below, SPV operators will need to be aware of dynamic restrictions
affecting volumes around vertiports when these are being operated by HPVs.
 The request of a flight authorisation to USSP prior to departure.
 The access to traffic information and dynamic geo-fencing data during flight to ensure
separation.
 The provision of conformance monitoring and emergency management services and a
procedural interface with ATC.
They are also responsible for ensuring that all fleet, pilots, maintenance technicians, instructors and
trainers are currently well trained and that the machinery (vehicles, tools, etc.) is well maintained; all
the maintenance, training and procedures are well registered and available in case of audit.
Operators of HPV (air-taxi and cargo) vehicles will have to receive appropriate certification to conduct
this type of operations which, in the mid-term, are expected to count on a PIC on-board. They will be
making use of the same services than SPV Operators but some will need to be tailored for this type of
operations (see section 5 below). Other additional services provided to HPV operators will include
vertiport flow management, airspace design and advisory tactical separation from other HPVs.
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Pilot in command (PIC)
It refers to natural person ultimately responsible for safely conducting the flight of a SPV/HPV by
operating its flight controls, either manually or, when flying automatically, by monitoring its course
and remaining able to intervene and change its course at any time.
They shall be trained to apply operational procedures (normal, contingency and emergency
procedures, flight planning, pre-flight and post-flight inspections including MEL (Minimum Equipment
List) conformity of the vehicle), manage aeronautical communication, manage the aircraft flight path
and automation and manage workload. They shall also be responsible for maintaining the validity of
their personal flight licenses authorizing them to perform the specific flight ahead. This includes not
only making sure that the date of expiry of their pilot’s license and medical has not passed, but also
ensuring that operational regulations such as required flight activity to carry passengers (e.g. number
day and night landings within the last 90 days) and crew duty and rest times are adhered to.
In the mid-term, when HPV operations start to take place, PICs will be on-board and the level of
autonomy will be consistent with those from current manned helicopters. In such case, to be
considered HPV operations, the PIC shall adhere to HPV tailored U-space services and procedures, as
well as be able to receive the information and data provided by the USSPs on-board. In addition, these
operations could be considered as VFR, since the PIC on-board provides a visual reference, enabling
tactical conflict resolution.

Competent Authorities
They provide information on aeronautical and non-aeronautical no-fly zones, publish VLL
hazards and review post-flight reports. Also, in addition to developing law enforcement methods
related to illegal drone activity, they support the definition of operating procedures and rules; explore
applications of U-space to urban needs and proposes methods to ensure privacy of citizens. Finally,
they certify and oversee the USSPs and the CIS provider(s) under their responsibility, as well as
establish, maintain and make available the registration system for certified USSPs and CIS provider(s).
In the mid-term, they will be responsible for establishing the mechanisms to coordinate the given Uspace volumes tailored for HPV operations as explained in Section 4 below, including airspace
restriction for other UAS within that U-space airspace and determining those HPV tailored services to
be provided in such U-space volumes in urban environments.
In addition, USSPs managing HPV traffic will also be under their responsibility, so that Competent
Authorities will be responsible for their certification and oversight, as well as, carrying out the
necessary audits, assessments, investigations and inspections as established in their oversight
programme.
Finally, and bearing in mind that air-taxis will be carrying people on-board, the Competent Authority
will have to certify HPV Operators, which will need to hold an HPV tailored Air Operator Certificate
(AOC) and might be required to hold an HPV tailored operation license equivalent to those for airline
business. Likewise, the Competent Authority will have to carry out the audits, assessments,
investigations and inspections as established in the AOC programme, and shall ensure the HPV
Operators fulfil an adequate maintenance programme of their vehicles, providing advisory and
requirements as needed to ensure safety of their operations. Likewise, they will also set the
requirements and Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC) for Vertiports certification, which will need
to be fulfilled by the vertiport operators.
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Authorities will also need to define the required licenses for PICs conducting the flights for each
operational context (e.g. VFR, IFR and night operations). Different types of licenses also need to be
tailored to the intended type of transport, e.g. number of passengers carried and MTOM (maximum
take-off mass) of the vehicle. Furthermore they need to develop and implement adequate training
courses and flight exam procedures for UAM passenger transport licenses.

Common Information Service (CIS)
In U-space, the CIS is concerned with the provision of the necessary information for the wellfunctioning of the ecosystem. Its objective is to ensure that the information comes from trusted
sources and that it is of sufficient quality, integrity and accuracy as well as security so that the USSPs
and other users such as ASNPs can use this information with full reliability when providing their
services.
CIS are responsible for providing horizontal and vertical limits of the U-space airspace, the
requirements for accessing such airspace, a list of available certified USSPs, any adjacent U-space
airspaces, UAS geographical zones and static and dynamic airspace restrictions.
In this case, CIS might need to tailor the above-mentioned information to HPV as they will be operating
in different volumes and therefore be affected by different airspace restrictions than those of SPV.
As the CIS is responsible for providing any U-space airspace restriction and requirements of such
airspace, it makes sense to assume that CIS will also provide those airspace restrictions specific from
HPV tailored U-space volumes, such as the activation and de-activation of vertiport corridors or
protecting areas, and gather any common information to be provided by USSPs managing HPV traffic,
making it available to all UAM involved actors. Likewise, in the mid-term the provision of tactical
conflict resolution service might be centralised by the CIS, enabling an early implementation of this
service.

U-space service provider (USSP)
USSPs are in charge of supporting operations planning, flight intent sharing, strategic and tactical
deconfliction, airspace management functions and off-nominal operations. They exchange
information with other USSPs, ANSPs and CIS and receive supplemental data supporting operations
management from the SDSPs.
Amongst others (see Section 5 for more details) they are in charge of providing the following services
to operators: geo-awareness, geo-fencing, operation plan processing, strategic conflict management,
conformance monitoring, emergency management and traffic information. These services will most
likely have to be tailored for HPV operations which i) will be taking place in different volumes than
SPVs and therefore will be subject to different traffic, geo-awareness and geo-fencing data; ii) will
require a separate strategic and tactical deconfliction for said volume; and iii) will be subject to
different conformance monitoring thresholds and emergency management procedures given their
different flight performance.
Additionally, USSPs managing HPV traffic will be responsible for coordinating the vertiport access and
activating the corresponding dynamic restrictions (details in Section 4).
Therefore, USSPs willing to manage HPV traffic will most likely be required for an additional
certification. In this manner, there will be USSPs capable of managing only SPVs, HPVs or both and they
should all be able to coexist under the same U-space airspace.

Airspace Navigation Services Providers (ANSP)
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In the short term, ANSP’s main responsibility will be to ensure segregation of manned traffic in
controlled U-space airspace from UAS. ANSPs will provide situational awareness information about
surrounding traffic to the users operating in a specific airspace. The ANSP shall coordinate the
interaction between UTM and ATM through the Collaborative Interface with ATC service providing
instructions and clearances when needed.
ANSPs are responsible for triggering dynamic airspace restrictions and coordinating with USSPs on
potential contingencies and emergencies through the CIS.
In the case of UAM, ANSPs might need to provide tailored traffic information services and set specific
contingency and emergency protocols with HPVs given their different CNS and flight performance than
those of SPV. Also, as described in Section 4, these vehicles are expected to fly higher, closer to
controlled airspace below VLL, and also at airports.
Likewise, ANSPs will have to coordinate with the Competent Authority the establishment of the new
U-space airspace volumes tailored for UAM, when such volumes are within the airspace under their
responsibility.

Supplemental Data Service Provider (SDSP)
In U-space, SDSPs provide access to supplemental data such as ground and terrain data modelling,
population density, weather information, cellular coverage, etc.
In UAM, its role will remain the same, providing tailored supplemental data for HPVs such as high
resolution ground and terrain data, vertiports information and smart-city data (e.g. other transport
modes). They will also have to develop procedures to provide easy access to reliable data update
processes, especially to keep cultural data (buildings, roads, sensitive areas) current.
They will need to develop and offer NOTAM-like services to distribute relevant real-time information
for very specific, geographically limited areas (e.g. temporary flight restrictions, 4D geo-fencing areas)
This requires intelligent filtering algorithms to efficiently use on-board flight management system
memory capabilities.

Vertiport operators
They are responsible for managing ground operations, overseeing ground safety, security (including
cybersecurity), boarding procedures, and charging and refuelling the vehicles. They also must provide
updated information on current and future resource availability such as pad and emergency landing
areas, parking, charging availability or weather provision at low altitudes, and support UAM
operators planning. They must establish a coordination with SPV and HPV operators and USSPs to
manage ground, take-off and landing operations in the vertiports under their control.
The data exchange between the USSPs Network and the vertiport operator is crucial to guarantee safe
operations, as the USSPs must provide 4D information of the current and future trajectories involving
the aerodrome and monitoring during flight.
Finally, they should contribute to the development of standards and regulations and support the
definition of operating procedures and interoperability requirements to ensure the safe integration of
drones in airspace.

UAM customer
Refers to the end-user paying for the service offered by the operator. The required service can be
demanded for immediate delivery or scheduled in a short future. This type of instantaneous service
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must be taken into account when balancing the capacity of the airspace since in U-space
architecture the normal operations are previously planned.
In case of Air Taxi operations, passengers will have to comply with safety regulations with respect to
emergency procedures similar to commercial air transport. A short emergency instruction needs to be
given before take-off, instructing the passenger about safety belt requirements, emergency egress or
even activating an auto-land system emergency parachute.
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4 Airspace Types and Structure
This section describes an initial Airspace Structure envisaged for allowing and supporting the
integration of HPV/SPV operations within urban environments, and how these are expected to evolve
over time. An overarching description of the proposed airspace is given across the section.

Airspace Integration challenges
As described in UAM Characterization chapter, the integration of HPVs (e.g. air-taxi, big cargo) and
SPVs (e.g. small UAS) operations within an urban environment brings a number of challenges that need
to be addressed. Above all, the main challenge is to assure safety of these operations, considering that
to remain well clear with regard to manned VFR aviation and other SPVs, HPVs cannot generally rely
on the pilot visibility if he/she is not on-board; but also, that, having passengers on board, the
operational air risk is much higher than for other UAS. Therefore, the safe and effective integration of
UAM operations needs to tackle the separation and conflict avoidance problems:






Separation between HPV and manned aircraft:
o General Aviation (VFR) commonly lack of transponder/conspicuity means, which make
non-visual separation very difficult.
o Different altitude references for unmanned (GNSS) and manned aviation (barometric)
is an important concern.
Separation between HPVs and SPVs:
o Limited range of existing drone remote eID solutions (bluetooth/wifi) make them not
applicable for separation assurance and DAA within UAM.
o ADS-B cannot be generalised to every drone to avoid 1090 MHz saturation.
o SPVs and HPVs have different features and performances (speed, etc.)
o SPVs should not be mandated to carry on board equipment with the same level of
performance than those for HPV as the high cost could jeopardize the accessibility of
these vehicles to the airspace.
U-space traffic management issues:
o Tactical separation/deconfliction complexity, considering the manoeuvrability of
rotorcraft and VTOL, the different type and size of SPV/HPV, and the lack of flight
procedures/routes.
o Having several USSPs collaborating increases complexity and requires important
interfacing and procedures standardization effort to provide their services.

Airspace Structure
Having summarised the main challenges for UAM/UAS integration within urban environments, and
considering that AMU-LED targets medium term1 (urban BVLOS and air-taxi operations), the following

1

AMU-LED also tries to demonstrate novel short-term concepts/technologies/procedures and to provide
recommendations for the long-term (high density, complex, fully integrated and highly automated operations).
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Airspace Structure is proposed, encompassing the evolution of these from the short-term & lowdensity scenarios towards medium to long-term & medium to high-density scenarios.
The suggested Airspace Structure comprises two different layers within VLL: upper layer or High
Performance Layer for HPV, and lower layer or Standard Performance Layer for SPVs.




The high-performance layer -HPV layer- would be a type Z airspace, devoted mainly to HPV
operations and forbidden for common drones (SPVs), assuring therefore separation. As this
layer is still within VLL, this also ensures separation with regard to manned aviation2. Anyhow,
manned aviation could enter this layer, provided that they adhere to the rules & procedures,
carry on board the required technologies and make use of the required U-space services.
The standard-performance layer -SPV layer- would be assigned for the rest of UAS, including
Type Z, Y and X volumes, depending on the necessities of the area (density of operations and
complexity).

The Structure is depicted in Figure 4, where safety buffers among these layers have been also
considered.
Both layers are expected to be kept within VLL in the short-term, so that appropriate separation can
be achieved between HPV -flying within the high-performance layer-, and manned VFR aviation -flying
above VLL-, mainly because of the lack of conspicuity means of the latter to allow both flying nonsegregated.
On the other hand, ensuring separation from high buildings in certain cities without breaching into
controlled airspace might not be possible if the HP layer is contained within VLL. In early
implementations, this can be solved by restricting UAM operations from flying over those buildings
and keeping a safe distance from them. In later phases, should it be necessary to extend the HP layer
to higher levels, a redefinition of the surrounding airspace would be required to keep HPVs separated
from manned aviation.
As the number of UAM operations is expected to increase over time, including operations with large
vehicles for intercity connections, which have greater capabilities and a higher flight envelope (higher
cruise height, speed and range), the proposed airspace structure will need to evolve.
Thus, in order to increase capacity, ensure access for new missions using large vehicles, and also get
social acceptance -given the visual and noise impact of these large vehicles-, larger UAM vehicles are
expected to go above VLL in the medium-to-long term.

2

SERA.5005 Visual flight rules

Except when necessary for take-off or landing, or except by permission from the competent authority, a VFR flight
shall not be flown: (1) over the congested areas of cities, towns or settlements or over an open-air assembly of
persons at a height less than 300 m (1 000 ft) above the highest obstacle within a radius of 600 m from the
aircraft; (2) elsewhere than as specified in (1), at a height less than 150 m (500 ft) above the ground or water, or
150 m (500 ft) above the highest obstacle within a radius of 150 m (500 ft) from the aircraft.
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For this to happen in a safe and efficient manner, several solutions can be considered, like increasing
the upper limit of the high-performance layer to go above VLL3, defining dynamic corridors at higher
levels, or even allowing a flexible use of the airspace where HPVs and VFR manned aviation operate in
a non-segregated environment, provided the latter gets properly equipped for that purpose.
With regard to HPVs landing and take-off, these operations would have to take place in vertiports
located in Type Z volumes, where adequate separation during these operations shall be achieved by:


Use of promulgated dynamic corridors connecting vertiports and the HP layer; so that when
HPV operations are being carried out within the corridors, such corridors cannot be breached
by any other aerial vehicle.
These corridors will be restricted access areas, so other SPV flight plans could be allowed to
cross these corridors when no HPV operations are expected. However, when a HPV operation
is expected or close to happen, the corridor will be activated and other SPV flight plans will be
rejected.
USSP / Vertiport Operator will be responsible for the activation of the corresponding corridor,
as well as for the deactivation of the corridor once HPV operation is completed. Thus, dynamic
corridors allow to maximize the use of the airspace by other users when HPV is not making use
of them.
This solution is a suitable fit as a means of segregating traffic to ensure safe UAM operation in
short-term & low-density scenarios, where capacity should not be strained.



For medium to long-term & medium to high-density scenarios, the previous concept will be
evolved towards dynamic geo-fencing, defining a protection bubble around the HPV assuring
adequate separation with regard to SPV, as a means of ensuring safe UAM HPV operations
while allowing other airspace users to keep carrying out their missions, adding more flexibility
in the use of the airspace.
At this stage, USSPs would play a key role in the provision of UAM/U-space services for
supporting UAM operations within HP airspace, particularly in terms of geo-fence provision
and airspace dynamic reconfiguration.

The described dynamic corridors/geo-fences solution can be applied without restrictions in urban
airspace, i.e., in type Zu airspace; however, in the case of controlled airspace (CTRs), i.e. Za airspace,
the USSP has to be subordinated to the ANSP4, to guarantee that manned aviation is segregated from
UAS at any time.
In a CTR, the USSP will have to be able to adapt the services provided to any ‘dynamic airspace
reconfiguration’, i.e., “the temporary modification of the U-space airspace in order to accommodate
short-term changes in manned traffic demand, by adjusting the geographical limits of that U-space

3

It is worth noting that pushing UAM operations above VLL might come at the expense of deteriorating mobile
networks performance, given the coverage limitations of such a technology.
4

In fact, the CORUS definition of Z volume recognized that the tactical conflict resolution service may be supplied
by U-space in urban environment (Zu), or the volume may be controlled by ATS in CTRs (Za).
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airspace”. Accordingly, when required by ATC, the USSP will immediately cancel all UAS flights in the
segregated airspace.
Therefore, the USSP / Vertiport Operator cannot activate the referred dynamic corridors, without ATC
authorisation. The process to activate the corridors will be different in Zu and Za volumes:



Zu: when a HPV flight is going to take-off or land, the USSP will activate the corridor and all the
SP drone operations in this corridor will be cancelled.
Za: when a HPV flight is going to take-off or land, the USSP will request an authorisation to ATC
and, only when received, it will activate the corridor.

Attending to the previous considerations, the proposed airspace structure is depicted below:

Safety Buffer

VLL
High Perf.
Layer

Safety Buffer
Type Y

Type Zu S

Type Za S

Type X

Standard
Perf.
Layer

Type Za H

Urban

Vertiport

Type Za H

Pre-Urban Area

Rural Area

Vertiport

Airport

Figure 4: AMU-LED Airspace Structure

Additionally, the proposed Airspace Structure is envisaged to encompass HPV/SPV operations within
urban and metropolitan environment as well as HPV inter-city operations, as shown in the Figure 5.
Within the metropolis, the airspace structure should take into account the layout of each city to
efficiently design the UAM traffic flows. In order to do so, a concentric-shape flow is suggested to
connect suburban areas within the metropolis, whilst radial flows are proposed to connect some of
the suburban areas to their main urban area. These flows will be necessary only if the HP layer cannot
be extended across the whole metropolis.
In the short term, predefined corridors will be used for the connection between different urban areas
(100 to 200km range), as long as large vehicles allow these connections; these corridors could also be
used for HPV operations between suburban areas within the metropolis (<50-60 km) if needed.
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Urban
Area
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Figure 5: Inter-urban connecting corridors
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5 UAM services
As stated in previous sections, AMU-LED intends to integrate UAM within the U-space ecosystem
envisioned by the EU, referring also to the state-of-the-art UAM programmes being developed across
the world [1]. In this sense, it proposes to make use of the existing U-space services defined in [4] [17]
to the highest extent possible and to add some new required services for HPVs.
As it happened with roles and responsibilities described in Section 3, most, if not all, of the existing Uspace services will need some sort of adaptation to cover the needs of HPVs as these will be different
from SPVs. For instance, HPVs will require specific deconfliction services to guarantee separation with
other HPVs operating in the same layer and they might be required to provide more accurate and
frequent network-ID (or tracking) data.
A list of the different services is given below including some preliminary considerations on the impact
that the introduction of UAM could have on them. Later versions of this ConOps will further elaborate
on these. They are divided into two groups, namely mid-term services and those envisioned to be
realised in the long-term implementation. The mid-term services are further divided to 1) U-space
services for HPV/SPV and 2) new HPV services.

U-space services for HPV & SPV













Registration: The service provides the ability for the HPV/SPV and the vehicle owner to register
data and query function to allow appropriate stakeholders to request registration data.
Registration assistance: The service to support the registration process to aid the submission
of registration information.
Network identification: The service supports traffic safety and the traceability of the HPV/SPV
during its operation.
Tracking: The service to receive location reporting and to fuse and provide tracking
information about HPV/SPV movements. Given their higher speeds and the risk of the
operation, it is likely that HPVs might be requested to provide tracking data at a higher rate
and with improved accuracy.
Surveillance data exchange: The service exchanges information between the tracking service
and other sources or consumers of tracks.
Geo-Awareness: The service to provide awareness of specific HP/SP layer airspace limitations,
such as restricted areas and danger areas, depending on the types of operations. In the case
of HPV, short term restrictions may be included, e.g., SPV and manned aviation crossing HP
layer, or the activation of corridors.
Aeronautical Information Management: The service to collect, manage and publish temporary
(e.g., corridor status) and permanent (e.g., vertiports) aeronautical information for HPV/SPV
operations.
Geo-Fencing provision: The service to further support HPV geo-fencing on board capability,
which shows where it is possible to fly or not according to the authorisation of the vehicle,
operator and latest aeronautical information. The types of alerts received by SPVs and HPVs
will be different as they will be operating in different volumes.
Operation plan processing: The service develops and maintains an operation plan and issues
an authorisation in response to an operation request for an HPV/SPV vehicle movement. The
service will access the HPV/SPV operation plans, submit new plan and modify/cancel already
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existing ones. This may include the construction of probabilistic trajectories given certain HPV
models. This service may also invoke the corridor flow management service.
Risk analysis assistance: The service elaborates specific operations risk analysis. This will have
to be adapted to the particularities of HPVs which have higher operational risks.
Strategic conflict management: The service to check for possible conflicts in strategic phase
for a specific HPV/SPV operation plan/intent, by means of examining the relevant probabilistic
4D trajectories (provided through the operation plan processing service). The prioritisation of
intra and inter HPV and SPV will need to be defined.
Tactical conflict management: The service to check possible tactical conflicts for HPV
operations including the provision of resolution advisories or instructions, including changes
of speed, level or heading as needed to resolve these conflicts.
Accident/Incident reporting: The service to prepare and submit an accident/incident report
and to manage its lifecycle.
Emergency management: The service to detect, to notify and to alert about emergency and to
activate mitigation scenarios/actions. In the off-nominal events (where the operations will
impact manned aviation), the ATC will also be involved to provide advisories or ATC
instructions to mitigate the risk. See more details in Section 8.
Citizen reporting: The service to be used by the citizen to inform the law enforcement about
not cooperative traffic or other suspicious events to be reported.
Conformance monitoring: The service to provide monitoring alerts/warning about the
progress of an operation, e.g., operation plan conformance monitoring, HP layer/corridor
conformance monitoring, geo-fence compliance monitoring, weather limit compliance
monitoring, ground risk compliance monitoring, electromagnetic monitoring. In the case of
HPVs, operational plan (trajectory) conformance will probably require different thresholds
than SPVs given their flight performance (speed) and risk.
Traffic information: The service to provide a whole set of information required to obtain
situation awareness. This includes information and warnings about other HPV/SPV operations
that may be of interest to the operator. Again, these will have to be customised to HPV and
SPV traffic as they will operate in different volumes.
Legal recording: The service to record legal information for incident/accident investigation or
suitable for statistics.
Digital Logbook: The service to create and keep up to date the digital logbook.
Navigation infrastructure monitoring: The service to provide status information about
navigation infrastructure.
Communication infrastructure monitoring: The service to provide status information about
communication infrastructure. This service is used during operations.
Weather information: The service to collect and present relevant weather information for the
operation.
Geospatial information service: The service to collect and provide relevant terrain map,
buildings, obstacles for the operation.
Population density map: The service to collect and present relevant density map for the
operation.
Electromagnetic interference information: The service to collect and present relevant
electromagnetic information for the operation.
Navigation coverage information: The service to provide information about the navigation
coverage.
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Communication coverage information: The service to provide information about the
communication coverage.
Procedural interface with ATC: The service is a mechanism to coordinate an entry of an
HPV/SPV operation into controlled airspace.

New HPV services





Vertiport flow management: The service manages current and future resources of the
vertiport for HPV operations (e.g., open/closed, pad availability) to support HPV operator
planning and strategic deconfliction.
HPV corridor management: The service manages current and future resources of the HPV
corridor (e.g., corridor activation/deactivation, corridor availability information) to
stakeholders. The corridor availability information is communicated via CIS towards associated
USSP and operators.
Information exchange service: The service aims to ensure shared situation awareness for all
stakeholders by exchanging timely and accurate data.

Long-term envisioned HPV services






Dynamic airspace structuring service: The service is to maximise the performance of low-level
airspace and its structures as environmental and operational needs shift. The service also aims
to be responsive to ATM needs during nominal and off-nominal scenarios.
Dynamic capacity management: The service to balance traffic demand and capacity
constraints, which aims to ensure that demand for HPV operations is met to the greatest
extent practicable in the context of the limited resources in the airspace and vertiports.
Advanced tactical conflict management: The mid-term tactical conflict management service
can be enhanced towards an advanced service if it further considers the HPV performance
envelope and the characteristics of conflict-associated HPV, as well as the operation planning
information.
Collaborative interface with ATC: The service offers communication between the HPV
operator/PIC with ATC while a vehicle is in a controlled area.
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Mid-term
Category

Identification and
Tracking

Airspace
management
/Geo-fencing

Mission
Management
Conflict
Management
Emergency
Management

Monitoring

Environment

Interface with ATC

U-space service
for HPV/SPV

Service
Registration

X

Registration assistance
Network identification service
Tracking
Surveillance data exchange

X
X
X
X

Geo-awareness

X

Aeronautical information
management

X

Geo-fencing provision

X

Airspace and procedure design
service
Dynamic airspace structuring
service

New for
HPV

X
X

HPV corridor management

X

Involved actors
Vehicle owner>USSP/Authority
USSP ->Vehicle owner
USSP->Operator
Op->USSP
USSP->Other
ANSP->CIS->USSP>Operator
SDSP/USSP->Authority > Operator
ANSP->CIS->USSP>Operator
Airspace authority>ANSP

X

Vertiport flow management

Operation plan processing
Risk analysis assistance
Dynamic capacity management
Strategic conflict management
Tactical conflict management
Advanced tactical conflict
management
Incident/accident reporting
Emergency management
Citizen reporting
Conformance monitoring
Traffic information
Legal recording
Digital logbook
Navigation infrastructure
monitoring
Communication infrastructure
monitoring
Weather information
Geospatial information
Population density map
Electromagnetic interference
information
Navigation coverage
information
Communication coverage
information
Procedural interface with ATC
Collaborative interface with ATC

Longterm

X
X
X
X
X
X

ANSP->CIS->USSP
Vertiport->USSP>Operator
Vertiport->USSP>Operator
Operator ->USSP
USSP->Operator
USSP->Operator
USSP->Operator
USSP->Operator
USSP->Operator

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Operator->USSP
USSP/ANSP->Operator
Public->USSP
USSP->Operator
USSP->Operator
USSP->Operator
USSP->Operator

X

SDSP->Operator

X

SDSP->Operator

X
X
X

SDSP->Operator
SDSP->Operator
SDSP->Operator

X

SDSP->Operator

X

SDSP->Operator

X

SDSP->Operator

X
X

Operator/PIC->ANSP
Operator/PIC->ANSP

Table 4: UAM specific services and involved actors
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6 Separation and Conflict Management
This section focuses on the separation and conflict management for the HPV operations, including HPV
vs. HPV, HPV vs. SPV, HPV vs. Manned aviation and HPV vs. others (e.g., terrain, obstacles). It is
assumed that the SPV activities (e.g., SPV vs. SPV, SPV vs. Manned aviation) will be covered by existing
U-space services, which are out of the scope of this section.
It is also assumed that manned aviation will be generally separated from the HPV operations by means
of applying the HP layer below VLL (see Section 4). However, some UAM vehicles participating in, for
instance emergency services, police/military, media covering events, include also conventional aircraft
such as manned helicopters (recall Section 2.5). In this section, they are treated as HPV if operating
within the HP layer (subject to performance compliance), thus following the separation and conflict
management specifications of HPV vs. HPV. Otherwise, when operating outside the HP layer, the
problem falls into the category of SPV vs. Manned aviation (as the HPV operations within the SP layer
are expected to be protected by promulgated dynamic corridors). See section 7 for more details of
integration with manned aviation.
It is envisioned that there will be two separation safety nets: airspace structuring separation and
procedural separation; and three conflict management safety nets: strategic deconfliction, tactical
deconfliction and collision avoidance. The detailed activities associated with different actors, including
the competent authority/regulator, USSP, USSP or CIS, and UAM operator/PIC, are elaborated as
follows:

Competent authority


Airspace structuring: see Section 4.



HPV rules and procedures: Specific HPV rules and procedures, such as right-of-way rules and
flight routes, will need to be defined. With the overall automation level improving in the long
term, some of these rules or procedures might be lifted to provide increased flexibility to the
HPV operations.

USSP


Operation plan deconfliction: The operator submits the intended operation plan to the USSP
who is responsible for comparing the intention with other operator’s operation plan, thus
identifying any potential spatiotemporal conflicts. The operator will be eventually notified with
the conflict resolution outcome. The objective of operation plan deconfliction is to minimise
the likelihood of planned airborne conflicts between HPV operations.



Conformance monitoring: Tactical deconfliction is realised by USSP supporting conformance
monitoring and traffic information, and USSP/CIS providing conflict alert and advisory, as well
as the surveillance service. Conformance monitoring will notify HPV operators if they are not
conforming to their operation plans.



Traffic information: Traffic information will inform the operators with the real-time or near
real-time traffic status. This belongs to the monitoring service but is differentiated from
conformance monitoring that focuses on the difference of actual operations versus planned
operations.
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USSP/CIS


Mission management: USSP/CIS will assist the operators to better plan their operations, via
mission management service in which a variety of information (such as air/ground constraints
and hazards) from different sources will be synthesised and presented to the HPV operators.



Geo-awareness: Compared with mission management supplying information during the
planning phase, the geo-awareness service provides geo-fence and other airspace restriction
information to the operator/PIC.



Conflict alert and advisory: In case of a high proximity to potential air-to-air conflicts, HPV
operators will be able to receive an informative, suggestive, or directive guidance or advisory
with regards to conflict resolution. ATC should also be notified in case of potential air-to-air
conflicts, which might have an impact on conventional manned operations. This activity will
be applied within a time frame of approximately 1 min - 3 min to the predicted collision.



Surveillance: Surveillance will be used to detect any airborne hazards through terrestrial and
airborne surveillance means, such as ground radar, airborne radar, vehicle-to-vehicle
communication and Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast (ADS-B) In.



Interface with ATC: The procedural interface with ATC will provide a means of communication
between ATC and USSP, which allows the latter, under certain circumstances (potential conflict
with manned aviation) to receive instructions and clearances in a dynamic, standard and
efficient manner. In addition to communications, safe operation is enabled by ATC having
access to surveillance data.

Operator/PIC


Operation planning: The HPV operator will need to develop an operation plan, indicating the
volume of airspace within which the operation is expected to occur, the times and locations of
the key events associated with the operation. The operator will assess all potential hazards
that may affect the planned operation and thus make amendments to the plan as applicable.



Ground surveillance: In addition to the network-wide surveillance provided by USSP/CIS, HPV
operators or vertiport operator may also employ separate ground surveillance means, such as
visual observer, radar and camera system, in order to identify other UAS or aircraft. It can
contribute to the overall detect and avoid capability.



DAA (self-separation): DAA (self-separation) is part of the DAA capability, which occurs
approximately 10 sec – 1 min to the predicted collision. It seeks to keep the intruder out of the
HPV prescribed protection volume (based on certain separation criteria).



Position and intent report: Similar as Network-identification service, position report could be
conducted by operators to enable better situation awareness for other operators sharing the
same airspace, thus improving the DAA capability. Including operation intent in the report to
be broadcast will further improve the performance of conflict resolution.



Geographical containment: This will be used to enforce the HPV to follow the operation plan,
by means of alerting the operator of a potential of deviation from a geographic area and
preventing, through on board functions, HPV from blundering outside of a geographic area.
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DAA (collision avoidance): Having almost the same function as DAA (self-separation), DAA
(collision avoidance) is triggered approximately less than 10 sec to the predicted collision, thus
acting as the last safety net for collision avoidance.
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The inter-relationship of the above separation and conflict management activities with regard to different safety nets are summarised in Table 5.
Traffic

Responsible

Airspace structuring
separation

Procedural separation

Tactical deconfliction

Operation plan deconfliction

Conformance monitoring
Traffic information

Mission management

Conflict alert and advisory
Surveillance
Ground surveillance

USSP
USSP/CIS

Operation planning

DAA (self-separation)
Position and intent report
Geographical containment

Operator/PIC

Authority

HP layer vs. SP layer
Promulgated dynamic
corridors connecting
vertiports and the HPV layer

Operation plan (SPV crossing)
deconfliction

HPV vs. SPV
Mission management

USSP/CIS

Operation planning
Operator/PIC

HPV vs.
Manned
aviation
USSP

See-and-avoid

Conformance monitoring
Airspace restrictions (temporal) for takeoff/landing
Corridor crossing monitoring
Conflict alert and advisory
Surveillance
Ground surveillance
DAA (self-separation)
Position and intent report
Geographical containment

Below VLL vs. Above VLL
Promulgated dynamic
corridors connecting
vertiports and the HPV layer

DAA (collision avoidance)

HPV rules and procedures

USSP

Authority

Collision avoidance

HPV rules and procedures

Authority

HPV vs. HPV

Strategic deconfliction

DAA (collision avoidance)
See-and-avoid

HPV rules and procedures

Operation plan (manned
aviation crossing)
deconfliction

Conformance monitoring

Corridor crossing monitoring
Continuous monitoring manned aviation
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Traffic

Responsible

Airspace structuring
separation

USSP/CIS

Procedural separation

Strategic deconfliction

Tactical deconfliction

Collision avoidance

Mission management

Conflict alert and advisory
Surveillance
Ground surveillance

DAA (collision avoidance)

Operation planning

DAA (self-separation)
Position and intent report

Operator/PIC

See-and-avoid

Geographical containment
Interface with ATC
HPV vs.
Others
(terrain,
obstacles,
hazardous
meteo,
airborne
hazards, etc.)

Authority
USSP
USSP/CIS

Airspace restrictions
Geo-awareness
Hazard information and
advisory
Mission management

Conformance monitoring

Operation planning

Ground surveillance
DAA (self-separation)

Operator/PIC

Surveillance
DAA (collision avoidance)
See-and-avoid

Position and intent report

Table 5: Separation and conflict management activities
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7 Integration with Manned Aviation
This section intends to explore different solutions for the integration of UAM operations into the
airspace, whilst ensuring safety and trying to minimise the impact on existing manned operations.
Articles SERA.3105, SERA.5005(f) and SERA.501(b) of Regulation (EU) 923/2012 [18] set the general
rules on minimum heights for aircraft operations, except when necessary for take-off or landing, or
except by permission from the competent authority:






SERA.3105:
o aircraft shall not be flown over the congested areas of cities, towns or settlements or
over an open-air assembly of persons, unless at such a height as will permit, in the
event of an emergency arising, a landing to be made without undue hazard to persons
or property on the surface.
SERA.5005(f):
o over the congested areas of cities, towns or settlements or over an open-air assembly
of persons at a height less than 300 m (1 000 ft) above the highest obstacle within a
radius of 600 m from the aircraft
o elsewhere than as specified above, at a height less than 150 m (500 ft) above the
ground or water, or 150 m (500 ft) above the highest obstacle within a radius of 150
m (500 ft) from the aircraft.
SERA.5015(b):
o over high terrain or in mountainous areas, at a level which is at least 600 m (2.000 ft)
above the highest obstacle located within 8 km of the estimated position of the
aircraft;
o elsewhere than as specified in above, at a level which is at least 300 m (1.000 ft) above
the highest obstacle located within 8 km of the estimated position of the aircraft.

These requirements imply that aircraft operations do not occur very often in urban environments,
being usually restricted to police, state helicopters and Helicopter Emergency Medical Service (HEMS).
The Regulatory Framework for U-space [4] limits the operations of UAS to VLL airspace. In this line,
AMU-LED proposes to restrict HPVs operations in VLL airspace too in order to separate them from
most of the manned traffic operations taking place above.

Short term
According to U-space regulation, Air Navigation Service Providers and manned aviation operating in Uspace airspace shall apply the following rules set by the upcoming amendments of Regulation (EU)
2017/373 [19] and Regulation (EU) 923/2012 as regards of the requirements from the U-space
Regulatory Framework:


Where U-space airspace is designated within controlled airspace by the competent authority,
ANSPs shall apply dynamic reconfiguration of the airspace in order to ensure that manned
aircraft and UAS remain segregated. In urban environments, this will be used, for example to
protect aircraft operations close to the airport, by preventing drones invading the take-off and
landing paths or the missed approach procedures, during the time they are taking place.
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Figure 6: Dynamic reconfiguration of the airspace



Manned aircraft operating in airspace designated by the competent authority as a U-space
airspace, and not provided with an air traffic control service by the ANSP, shall continuously
make themselves electronically conspicuous to the U-space service providers (USSPs).

However, although the number of manned aircraft operations in VLL is limited, there is still a need to
ensure the safety of these operations. Most of the conventional manned operations taking place in
urban environments fly following Visual Flight Rules (VFR) and despite receiving Air Traffic Control
(ATC) service they are not separated from other VFR flights except in Class B airspace, and only receive
Flight Information Service (FIS) in respect to other flights. For the former reasons, despite electronic
conspicuity ensures USSPs awareness of this manned traffic in U-space, it might be deemed insufficient
to provide the required level of confidence for the pilots.
In this regard, some recommendations are given by AMU-LED:




Conventional manned aircraft not receiving ATC service should be able to receive HPV/SPV
traffic information and alerts from traffic flying nearby, as this would make the pilot aware
of the airspace and would help and mitigate the air risk. This can be achieved either by USSPs
providing strategic and tactical deconfliction services to conventional manned aviation flying
in an urban environment within U-space volume, and not receiving ATC service, as proposed
by EASA concept for certified category [5]; or by establishing HPV/SPV relevant traffic
information data as common information for conventional manned aviation flying in urban
environments, which could be provided by the ANSP though FIS.
UAM rules and procedures applying to both SPVs/HPVs and conventional manned aviation
should be established, based on ACAS Xu or other research. This is especially relevant in case
of conflict management so that pilots and PICs can collaboratively resolve potential conflicts.

In addition, many urban airspaces are typically within the CTR (Control Zone) of airports. According to
EASA concept for certified category [5], for operations within the CTR of an aerodrome, it is important
that the traffic managed by ATC, mainly the manned helicopter operations in the urban environment
is procedurally separated and segregated from the UAS traffic managed by U-space services providers.
Likewise, being U-space airspace designated within controlled airspace, ANSPs can use dynamic
reconfiguration of the airspace.

Mid-term
In the mid-term, HPVs like air-taxis will start to operate with a pilot on board, moving towards
remotely-piloted/self-piloted operations in the long-term. Having a pilot on board will facilitate
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obtaining the required certificates and would have a bigger social acceptance. In such case, as
conventional manned aviation does, they could operate under VFR, being segregated from other SPV
traffic by having the corresponding ANSP dynamically reconfiguring the airspace without the need to
subscribe to any U-space service.
However, as the volume of SPVs operations in urban environments is expected to increase, there is a
need to establish a less restricting and more flexible integration of the two types of traffic, which
resulted in the AMU-LED proposal described in Section 4. Similarly, in order to enable the
implementation of HPV, as proposed by EASA concept of certification [5], AMU-LED recommends, that
all HPV aircraft (independently of being piloted or self-piloted) adhere to enhanced U-space services
and use them to mitigate the air risk of potential conflict with other SPVs or manned aircraft flying,
when flying in a volume of airspace where those services are provided. Therefore, HPV they should fly
in the HP layer receiving U-space services and being separated from other SPVs and manned aviation
as described in section 6.
In this time horizon, conventional manned aviation flying VFR could also adhere to U-space services
when flying in U-space airspace. In particular, helicopters compliant with HPV performance could use
the Type Z airspace (HP Layer) provided that they adhere to the corresponding procedures and
services.
In the case of conventional manned aircraft receiving ATC services, they are not expected to operate
in the same airspace than SPV and HPV aircraft according to the Airspace Structure proposal described
in section 4, except for take-off and landing operations. Whilst certain areas of the airport shall not be
designated as U-space airspace, since the nature of the operations require keeping them segregated
from SPV and HPV to ensure safety; non-critical operations may take place at an adequate safety
distance under coordination with ATC. In this regard, Airports Council International (ACI) proposes
three Drone Fly Zones in order to streamline the airspace access assessment in the Concept of
Operations for Drones in the airport environment [20].

Figure 7: Drone Fly Zones proposed by ACI [20]
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In accordance with the former recommendation, and in order to streamline UAM operation in urban
environments highly affected by airports CTR, three different operations categories are considered:




High-risk operations, which require coordination with ATC and for which a collaborative
interface service is mandatory.
Mid-risk operations, for which ATC shall be informed before the operation is performed, but
do not require ATC authorisation.
Low-risk operations, which take place maintaining appropriate distance from manned aviation
to ensure safety, and do not require any kind of coordination with ATC.

Additionally, a vertiport could be located within an airport, or at least in the CTR. In such case, HPVs
will need a corridor connecting such vertiport with the HP Layer, which may be:



defined as U-space designated airspace, when compliant with the easements of the airport (as
defined by ICAO Annex 14) and at an adequate safety distance consider this HPV operations
as low-risk operations; or,
managed by a dynamic reconfiguration of the airspace, where the Air Traffic Service (ATS)
provider of the airport activates and deactivates these dynamic U-space corridors.

Figure 8: Proposed temporary corridor airspace structure for an airport-based vertiport

Finally, although the proposed airspace structure by AMU-LED and the measures described throughout
this section pretend to fully mitigate the air risk, the possibility of off-nominal and emergency
situations cannot be completely disregarded, in which case coordination with ATM is key.
As described in more detail in Section 8, excursions of HPVs/SPVs from U-space into controlled airspace
can be mitigated by the establishment of safety buffers as well as contingency and emergency
procedures between ATC and USSPs to tactically segregate operations when needed. ATM should also
be notified of emergencies from HPVs and SPVs which might have an impact on conventional manned
operations, such as technical failures, so that this information can be provided to manned aircraft flying
in U-space airspace, and not adhered to U-space services, through FIS.
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8 Contingency Management
Contingency and Emergency Management for this ConOps is discussed in this section, which provides
a series of considerations that will need further elaboration in following versions of the document.
Reviewed literature and previously existing ConOps, such as CORUS [17] and UAM for Australia [3] and
the USA [2] address both individual aircraft contingencies and contingencies derived from a
malfunction of UTM services.
After a general overview of contingency management, the following topics will be discussed in the
present section: possible contingencies on UAM operations, shared responsibilities, implications of the
proposed airspace structure in contingency management, relationship with separation assurance and
tactical deconfliction services, and potential legal and ethical implications of an automated
contingency management framework.

Overview
Managing off-nominal situations is a necessity in a high performance, high speed UAM environment.
Prior to operation, the operator is advised to develop contingency plans for each individual
contingency [17]. Standard operating procedures might be proposed for each contingency to
guarantee consistency within the whole UAM/U-space management. However, contingencies might
occasionally occur in concurrence with another similar off-nominal situation, such as a loss of link
simultaneous with a loss of GNSS. Such a severe combination of contingencies shall be addressed
beforehand and a framework for concurrent contingencies must be derived in order to maximize safety
[21]. Overall, the most severe consequences of a contingency are both damage to people or damage
to other aircraft.
A clear distinction must be made between what constitutes a contingency and what constitutes an
emergency status, since under certain circumstances might be acceptable to continue operations
under off-nominal situations (e.g.: continuing mission upon loss of primary link, if a secondary link is
available). In other circumstances, where the situation is clearly out of control, an emergency is
declared. Minimum aircraft performance, equipment and safety requirements are an expected
outcome from an in-depth safety assessment.

Types of contingencies and off-nominal situations
CORUS proposes a list of threats and events that are considered as contingencies and emergencies
[22]. They are categorized as follows:




Technical failures: Loss of link (command and control), Navigation degradation, camera
failures, engine and power failures, loss of payload, GCS shutdowns, parachute deployment
failure ...
Environmental events: Adverse weather, bird strikes, Electromagnetic interferences, air
pollution...
Human and operational events: PIC distractions, medical issues, obstacle collision...

The nature of UAM implies a range of new possible contingencies:




Crew and passenger related incidents.
Vertiport related failures: unavailability of services, landing or approach.
Human errors and miss-reporting.
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Failed or miss-executed vertiport landing approach.

Any contingency mitigation solution implies a change in the flight trajectory and a divergence from the
initial flight plan. Therefore, contingency mitigation plans must always take separation assurance into
consideration, as it will be discussed below.
U-space and UAM services themselves might experience contingencies that prevent their normal
operation. Detailed contingency plans are listed in CORUS for a wide range of U-space services [17].

Responsibilities
Safety assurance is a responsibility shared among several actors within a UAM environment, being the
PIC and the Operator of the aircraft the last and most visible layers. However, USSPs, CIS and ANSPs
play a key role as central pieces of UTM and ATM. Specifically, an Emergency Management service is
proposed on CORUS [17], which is linked to other U-space services and provides assistance to a pilot
experiencing an emergency and relays emergency information to other relevant parties, such ATC and
manned aviation and other drone pilots.
A declared contingency or emergency will have an effect on other U-space services, as it might be
necessary to establish dynamic geo-fences and perform tactical deconfliction on nearby traffic.
Regarding Remote and Network Identification rules, both the FAA and European regulations requires
broadcasting of the current emergency status [23].
A detailed list of roles and responsibilities for the USSPs, ATC, UAS Operator and UAS in the events of
intruder incursion, excursion from the operation volume, and loss of aircraft control has been compiled
by the FAA and NASA [24]. In addition, in the present ConOps, in Section 6, Table 5, the roles and
responsibilities of various UTM actors regarding separation assurance are summarized.

Separation and tactical deconfliction
Given the highly automated nature of UTM and UAM ecosystems, separation assurance has a crucial
role. Trajectories must be deconflicted prior to departure by a strategic deconfliction service, but offnominal situations might trigger a tactical deconfliction service in order to accommodate aircraft in
distress to the existing traffic. This service might be activated by an unintentional loss of separation
caused by the UAM vehicle (which might be considered as a contingency), or the tactical deconfliction
service might request a trajectory change to a conforming UAM vehicle.
Management of separation conflicts can be categorized into three layers:




The airspace structure itself, designed to isolate air traffic and improve separation.
Advisory tactical deconfliction, triggered in case of incursions or excursions.
Detect and Avoid, as a last resource.

It is generally agreed that UAM aircraft must be equipped with a detection and avoidance system,
similar to Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) in manned aviation.

Airspace structure
The proposed airspace structure for the present UAM ConOps, described in section 4, has an effect on
contingency management, as unplanned incursions on other UAM volumes should be considered as
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contingencies and managed accordingly. Operations of UAM vehicles are confined within a VLL highperformance layer, and the incursion of a vehicle into ATC airspace or into a lower layer outside its
designated corridor must be managed accordingly.
Special attention should be given to incursions of other aircraft and S into the flight plan of the UAM
vehicle, and to the excursions of the UAM vehicle from the designated flight plan and/or airspace.
Those events should be detected by the conformance monitoring service and addressed accordingly:







Incursions into vertiport access corridors: Vertiports are accessed via designated corridors
from the high-performance layer trough the standard-performance layers. Such corridors are
activated and deactivated on demand. An aircraft operating within the standard-performance
layer might cause a separation conflict by entering an active corridor.
Incursions into ATC controlled airspace: The UAM vehicle might enter the lower layers of ATC
controlled airspace, which might cause separation conflicts with other manned traffic. ATC
should be properly warned to resolve such conflicts.
Excursions from vertiport access corridors: The UAM vehicle might inadvertently exit the
corridor while trying to reach the high-performance layer. This might be caused by a missexecution of the flight plan or by another contingency (e.g.: emergency landing).
Excursions from UAM flight plan: Within the high-performance layer, the UAM vehicle might
diverge from its declared flight plan or its designated corridor. Other UAM vehicles must be
warned in order to maintain separation.
Excursions from general aviation into UAM layers: VFR traffic might enter UAM layers.
Whether this might be intentional or unintentional, this might require coordination with ATC.
Being VFR, ATC cannot provide separation services (other than to separate them from IFR
traffic) so USSPs shall be warned in order to communicate with impacted UAM traffic.

Similarly, fixed and dynamic emergency landing zones to be activated upon emergencies might be
proposed, as it increases the predictability of the outcomes of an off-nominal situation [21].

Legal and ethical implications
As contingency and emergency management are expected to be as automated as possible, there are
some implications on legal and ethical aspects, since under emergency situations an automated
decision might be made on the safety, integrity and lives of the occupants of an UAM vehicle.
Among other ethical considerations, the issue of civil liability is studied broadly at a European
Parliament resolution with recommendations to the Commission on Civil Law Rules on Robotics [25],
which encourages safety practices in the design of autonomous and intelligent systems. The necessity
for a regulatory framework for the emerging robotic and intelligent systems is acknowledged in the
current literature [26].
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9 CNS Requirements/Architecture
This section addresses CNS requirements related to UAM operations. These requirements are both:
qualitative, based on operational needs, and quantitative, taken from SJU projects that have analysed
the performance of different CNS technologies [1]. The following subsections detail the
Communications, Navigation and Surveillance requirements for UAM, as well as the recommended
architecture.

Communications
In case of communications, extensive trials are needed to define the performance requirements that
are needed to operate in UAM. However, the following observations can be made about
communication links according to their origin/destination:


Air-to-ground (A/G): It refers to the communication established between HPVs and ground
systems for the purpose of managing the flight. The main link is the Command and Control
(C2) link, which must be robust enough to assure the information flow. To quantify the
requirements that this link must accomplish, parameters such as continuity of service,
availability, integrity, update rate, latency, bandwidth, data transfer security and coverage
should be evaluated with the aim of defining minimum performances required to develop safe
UAM operations.
The C2 link must guarantee compliance with these minimum requirements regardless of the
communication technology used: satellite communications, mobile networks, proprietary
technologies, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.
In the short term, although it is to be expected that the most widely used technologies will be
those that operate on unlicensed frequencies (such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and some proprietary
technologies), their short range makes them not the most suitable for HPV operations. For that
reason, and because it is a technology already deployed in any European city, mobile networks
are postulated as the best candidates to be able to carry out operations in VLL; in the case of
operations in the high-performance layer, operators will have to be connected to two
independent Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks to assure C2 and tracking robustness.
Nevertheless, depending on the location and height of the antennas, coverage could not be
enough above VLL. Therefore, a solution could have to be found for operations that require
higher altitudes (e.g. satellite-based communications).
In a medium/long term, it is expected that 5G technology will improve the coverage both in
distance and in height. In addition, it will allow to increase the number of simultaneously
connected users.



Air-to-air (A/A): It refers to the communication established among HPVs and other aircraft,
mainly with separation or DAA purposes.
In the short term, air-to-air communications are not considered in VLL airspace. Nevertheless,
above VLL and near airports, Very High Frequency (VHF) communications could be required to
guarantee separation with manned aircraft and coordination with ATC. Additionally, those
vehicles in the High-performance layer will require Airborne Collision Avoidance Systems like
ACAS-Xu or, at least ADS-B In/Out.
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In medium/long term, HPVs will need to be able to monitor surrounding vehicles and
communicate among them with the main objective of being able to assure self-separation and
avoid conflicts (tactical deconfliction). To that end, several initiatives are being developed,
being the most promising according the airspace layer:
-

Standard-Performance layer: ACAS-sXu. Evolution of ACAS-X specially adapted to small
UAVs necessities.

-

High-Performance layer: ACAS-Xu. DAA technology designed for large aerial unnamed
vehicles.

Anyhow existing direct remote ID technologies, though to be compatible with personal
wireless devices (e.g. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth), are unacceptable for use in sXu DAA applications
due to a lack of broadcast range; other technologies like Cellular Vehicle-to-Everything (C-V2X)
or Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC), perhaps could be applicable in the future.
Meanwhile, network/U-space solutions will be required.


Ground-to-ground (G/G): It refers to the communication established among USPs/CIS. USPs
must be guaranteed real time communication among them and with CIS/USSP.
In short/medium/long term it is expected that these communications take place entirely over
IP networks.
In a medium/long term System Wide Information Management (SWIM) could be the main
service for data exchange.

Finally, it should be noted that, to assure the safety of the operations a monitoring system will need
to be deployed to continuously monitor the communications performances and alert users if they fall
below established requirements. This recommendation is in line with the Communication
Infrastructure Monitoring described in CORUS project.

Navigation
UAM vehicles must be able to position themselves accurately, staying in a defined volume of space
and providing a level of safety to all airspace users. Also, these vehicles must be able to self-monitor
conformance with the established flight plan.
There are four important parameters that must be analysed to ensure the correct operation of the
navigation source (tentative requirements have been extrapolated from other SJU projects):


Accuracy: Degree of conformance of a measured position with the true position. This
parameter will be accomplishing the following requirements for SPVs/HPVs:
o
o

Standard-Performance layer: Horizontal precision of 5m (95%). Vertical precision of
10m (95%).
High-Performance layer: the required precision should be 1m (95%) both vertically and
horizontally.

Note that technical flight error (caused by meteorological conditions) is not included in
accuracy error.
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Integrity: Measure of the trust that can be placed in the correctness of the information
supplied by a navigation system. The requirements related with this parameter are:
o
o
o
o



Availability: Percentage of time that the services can be used. Following requirements must
be satisfied:
o
o



Horizontal and Vertical position integrity risk shall be equal to or less than 10-5 per
flight-hour.
The navigation system shall issue an alert if the horizontal error could be greater than
20 m.
The navigation system shall issue an alert if the vertical error could be greater than
30m.
The maximum allowable time elapsed from the onset of the navigation system being
out of tolerance until the equipment issues an alert shall be lower than 6 s.

Standard-Performance layer: The availability of the navigation service shall be at least
99% of the time.
High-Performance layer: The availability of the navigation service in shall be at least
99.9% to 99.999% of the time.

Continuity: Ability of the total system to perform its function without interruption during the
intended operation. It must be fulfilled that:
o
o

Standard-Performance layer: The probability of interruption of the navigation service
shall be occasional (lower than once per month).
High-Performance layer: The probability of interruption of the navigation service shall
be remote (lower than once per year).

In the short term, the technologies that are capable of meeting most of these requirements are based
on existing GNSS with simultaneous reception of one or more of these constellations (multiconstellation): GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO and BeiDou. To achieve the position accuracy and integrity
required in the High-Performance layer, SBAS augmentations (EGNOS/WAAS) share needed, but in
any case, integrity monitoring techniques are essential for UAM operations.
However, the most stringent accuracy requirements in urban environments, cannot be assured. A
potential solution could be RTK (“Real Time Kinematic”) and PPP (“Precise Point Positioning”); these
technologies are based on sending GNSS corrections calculated from one or more stations whose
position is exactly known. Although RTK and PPP can improve the accuracy of GNSS solutions up to
centimetres level, the lack of mechanisms to guarantee the integrity make they unusable for safety
critical UAM applications.
On top of that, another important shortage for GNSS are urban canyons, causing high mask angles and
detrimental multipath conditions that worsen the accuracy of GNSS.
To solve these issues, in a medium and/or long term, navigation systems should be able to support the
following enhancements:



Methods of augmenting GNSS using different types of Earth Observation (EO) and Image
Registration (IR) techniques, signals of opportunities, modern augmentation systems,
ensemble Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), etc.
The ability to switch between different navigation source inputs.
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Dynamic navigation under various sensor, system, and component outages (e.g., faults,
interference, jamming, spoofing, and IMU drift).
Integration of planning, prediction, and chronicle recognition techniques to guide the UAM
vehicle.
Algorithmic techniques to access geographic, spatial, and temporal information of both
dynamic and static characteristics associated with the operational environment.

Finally, as in the case of communications, an alert system will be necessary to monitor the
performance of the applicable requirements. This recommendation is in line with the Navigation
Infrastructure Monitoring described in CORUS project.

Surveillance
To guarantee the required surveillance performances, the following parameters must be considered:
position accuracy, update rate, probability of detection, independency of navigation source, false
tracks, and latency (tentative requirements have been extrapolated from other SJU projects [1]):


Position accuracy: Degree of conformity of the calculated position of an UAM vehicle with its
actual value at the time when the data item is used. Requirements are listed below:
o
o



Update rate: Time difference between two information reports related to the same UAM
vehicle and to the same type of information. The requirements related with this parameter
are:
o
o



If the surveillance system is fully dependent of navigation source, a secondary
surveillance system is needed.

False tracks: a plot/track which does not correspond to the actual position of a real UAM
vehicle. The requirement related with this parameter is:
o



The probability of detection of the tracking information broadcasted by a UAM vehicle
shall be at least 99 %.

Independency of navigation source: relationship between the position calculated by the UAM
vehicle’s navigation system and the position data source for the surveillance system.
o



Standard-Performance layer: update rate shall be at least every 5 seconds.
High-Performance layer: update rate shall be at least every 1 second.

Probability of detection: Probability that a UAM vehicle will be detected by surveillance
system. It must be fulfilled that:
o



Standard-Performance layer: Horizontal position accuracy shall be, as a maximum, 300
m (99,9%) and vertical position accuracy shall be, as a maximum, 50 m (99,9%).
High-Performance layer: Horizontal position accuracy shall be, as a maximum, 10 m
(99,9%) and vertical position accuracy shall be, as a maximum, 5 m (99,9%).

In line with currently SSR systems, probability of false tracks must be lower than 0.1
%.

Latency: delay between the sender and the receiver. Following requirement must be satisfied:
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o

The position broadcasted by the drone should be flagged by the system if it is older
than 1 second.

In a short term, it is evident that is necessary to use technologies currently ready and deployed. Also,
it is known that most of the surveillance technologies applied to conventional aviation are not valid for
use in UAM/UAS (e.g. Primary and Secondary Surveillance Radars - PSR, SSR).
Accordingly, the most promising technique for UAM surveillance is Telemetry Reporting. It works as
follows, telemetry from the autopilot (fully dependent on the navigation system) is usually sent to the
Ground Control Station (GCS) via air-to-ground communication link. Then, IP networks (usually mobile
networks) could be used to transmit this information directly from GCS to a tracking service or/and
USSPs.
This technique is fully aligned with the Network remoteID concept. RemoteID can be divided into two
modes of operation: Network remoteID and Broadcast remoteID. Although it is recommended to use
both methods simultaneously, broadcast method refers to the UAM vehicles transmitting their
telemetry data with no specific destination, so that their information can be collected by any receiver
within the coverage range; to that end, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi technology are currently used, but due to
the limited range of these technologies, they cannot be applied for drone tracking purposes.
On the contrary, Network remoteID involves transmitting data to an internet-based service, so as
authorised users can supply and consume data, independently of their location and distance to the
vehicles; generally, GCS send drone positions to the U-space Service Provider, which can then share
them with other USSPs/CIS, allowing therefore Telemetry reporting. An evolution of this solution
would be replacing/integrating the GCS by/in a mobile device, so as the drone can directly report its
positions to the Network.
Therefore, LTE Network remoteID will be required in Z airspace, both standard-performance and highperformance layer. In the case of the High-performance layer, operators will have to be connected to
two independent LTE networks to assure tracking robustness.
Anyhow, attending to the requirements the limitation of this solution is the dependence on the
navigation system (as remoteID), so in urban areas it must be supplemented with an independent
surveillance technology to confirm the integrity of the position reported by the UAM vehicles. The
most efficient solution nowadays would be again to take advantage of the ability of cellular networks
to calculate the gross location of connected devices; some examples of tracking techniques based on
mobile networks are: Triangulation, Observed Time Difference of Arrival (OTDOA) or RPS (“Radio
Positioning System”).
Note that to use these independent surveillance technologies, the signal must come directly from the
UAM vehicle, not from its GCS. Therefore, it is highly recommended that air-to-ground communication
link between the UAM vehicle and the GCS is done through mobile phone networks (as described in
the communications section).
Continuing with the short-term stage, if a UAM vehicle requires to fly above VLL or inside airport
airspace, it should be equipped with ADS-B in/out technology, to assure conflict avoidance means.
Finally, in a medium/long term, 5G networks are expected to improve independent surveillance
technologies. Also, UAM vehicles should connect to the mobile phone network without going through
any intermediate device (mainly for surveillance purposes).
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10 Key Performance Indicators
Key indicators will be used throughout the development of the AMU-LED project for evaluating the
effectiveness, suitability and performance of the systems and relevant technologies and operational
procedures. An initial list involving 12 key performance areas derived from the key principles defined
in Section 2.1 are considered to reflect the overall UAM performance, taking into account the existing
UTM and UAM programmes across the world, as well as the SESAR JU high-level performance
framework.
These key performance areas include safety, capacity, environment, access and equity, efficiency,
flexibility, interoperability, predictability, security, privacy, decentralisation and social acceptance.
They are detailed into a group of representative indicators, as presented in Table 6. Also, each indicator
herein is further linked with the main responsible actors, aiming to show the major barriers
(technological and/or regulative and the key associated actors) towards their improvements.
KPA/KPI

Authority

USSP/CIS

Vertiport

x
x
x

x

ATC/ANSP

Operator

x

x
x
x

Safety
Safety occurrences near vertiports
Safety occurrences in controlled airspace
Safety occurrences outside controlled airspace
Vertical and horizontal separation
4D trajectory compliance/non-compliance
Airspace intrudes
Real-time and systemic awareness of risk
Risk of conflict/accidents
Conflict detection exhaustiveness
Likelihood of conflicting traffic
Robustness to supporting infrastructure failure

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

Capacity
Vertiport capacity
Airspace capacity
Route/corridor capacity
Vertiport distribution
Spare capacity
Noise occurrences near noise-sensitive areas
Compliance with environmental obligations
Size and location of noise contours
Relative noise scale

x
x
x
x
Environment
x
x

Access and equity
Access to controlled airspace
x
Transparent manner to access the shared resource
x
of vertiports and airspace
Efficiency
Airborne holding time
Route/Corridor throughput
Vertiport arrival/departure capacity utilisation
Operation affected by other movements
Availability of the routes/corridors

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
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KPA/KPI
Time for vertiport and airspace to recover from
non-nominal condition

Authority

USSP/CIS

Vertiport

x

x

ATC/ANSP

Operator

x

Flexibility
Flexibility of traffic loads to be dissipated
Ability to make changes to operation request
Operational plan to be updated in real time
Allows reserved airspace to be used periodically
Interface allowing new services
Interoperability
Standardised structure and procedures for the
x
UAM industry
Air navigation system on global standards
x
Interoperability with exterior (manned) systems
x
Coordination with exterior (manned) systems
x
Reference system for altitude and position
x
Predictability
Compliance with historical use of airspace
Compliance with operation plan
Security
Security assurance for information exchange
Cyber vulnerability
Capacity risk after mitigation
Personnel (safety) risk after mitigation
Privacy
Protection of personal data
x
Processing and free movement of personal data
x
Privacy-aware restricted area
x
Compliance of legal obligations and restrictions for
personal data collection
Decentralisation
System scalability
Timely and accurate information exchange
System redundancy
Social acceptance
Benefits/risks to rest of airspace users
x
Benefits/risks to people on ground
x
Affectations from UAM noise impacts
x
Affectations from UAM visual impacts
x
Privacy potential compromise
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Table 6: Initial list of indicators cross referenced with their stakeholder

In addition, when performing the AMU-LED verification and validation processes, some following
specific indicators might be considered as a reference to transform the high-level expectations and/or
requirements into detailed technical requirements, including functional requirements, performance
requirements and interface requirements, as will be discussed in Section 13. A representative list of
these indicators is shown in Table 7.
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KPA

Safety

Capacity

Environment
Access and equity
Efficiency
Security
Predictability

Reliability

Detection

Real time
capability

KPI
Number of collision warning
Number of separation violations
Number of resolution advisories issued
Severity of separation violations
Duration of separation violations
Altitude accuracy
Position accuracy
Vertiport peak arrival and departure throughput
Vertiport peak capacity
Number of operations, operation hours and distance that can be accommodated
The amount of energy consumed
Noise and energy consumed due to airborne holding
Noise sharing through the use of alternative routes/corridor
Airspace access authorisation approval rate
Percentage of operations departing on-time
Average delay of delayed operations
Average excess travel time per vertiport pairs
Percentage of trajectories equal to the first submitted trajectory per operator
Number of acts of unlawful interference
Delay caused by weather
Assurance of vertiport final approach and take-off accessibility and route availability
Real time operation updated
Rate of loss of C2
Rate of C2 loss during a conflict
Rate of navigation degradation during a conflict
Rate of safe landing
Capability to discriminate two UAS/UAM flying close to each other
Conflict detection time
Separation margin (time or distance)
Conflict resolution (by human or machine)
Zone trespassing prediction
Number of false conflict alarms
Strategic deconfliction rate
Replan rate in response to priority operation
Deconfliction rate for priority operations
Discriminate UAS/UAM from other flying objects
USP Latency
Data frequency
Real time agility

Table 7: Initial list of representative indicators to be used for verification and validation
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11 Gap Analysis
U-space and UAM are concepts in development, meaning that further research and technological
advancement is needed for them to become viable. While the second version of this ConOps will
further investigate the current technological gaps to be addressed by the AMU-LED project, some
preliminary considerations are given below.
The literature reviewed in D2.1 Operational Safety Analysis and Concept [1] concluded that some UAM
functionalities are not yet very mature. In particular, existing information provision, CNS functions, and
technologies for the integration with manned aviation seemed yet inadequate.
Communication technologies and procedures can sometimes fail to be accurate and/or fast enough.
This issue becomes even more important in urban areas, where communication may break down due
to urban canyon effects and bouncing signals. One solution for this would be to improve the coverage
by increasing the number of antennas in urban areas, though it wouldn’t be economically feasible.
Thus, Mobile Networks are often outlined as a promising technology for air-ground communications.
However, LTE technology is preferred because of its availability in the low frequency band and its level
of coverage and deployment. A good solution would also be WiMAX, although if only used for U-space
its deployment is not foreseeable.
Urban canyons environments also difficult navigation systems, as they introduce masking areas and
create multipath conditions that threaten the accuracy of the GNSS. A combination of complementary
techniques that consists of GNSS, EGNOS, 5G, Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and on-board inertial systems
could help in solving this issue.
Regarding surveillance, availability and accuracy levels need improvement, and an independent
confirmation of integrity of the tracking data will be required [1]. The use of cellular networks (3G, 4G
and 5G) will meet most of the functional requirements to operate in an urban area.
Overall, further developments are needed to achieve viability of UAM. While initial UAM operations
may be possible in the near future with the deployment of current technologies and systems, an
infrastructure evolution is needed to support UAM operations [1].
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12 Safety Assessment Methodology
Safety assessment methodologies are meticulous evaluations of a system performed with the
objective of demonstrating its compliance with certain safety requirements. Nowadays, there are
several methodologies available or under development, but the peculiarities of UAM make necessary
an evolution in order to incorporate the differential elements of UAM. AMU-LED project will use the
current framework described in AMU-LED State-of-the-Art report [1] to propose a methodology that
can address such peculiarities. This methodology will be delivered in the second version of this High
Level ConOps. The following paragraphs describe the main references that will be taken into account
when elaborating it.
UAM is a novel scenario that involves new systems such as U-space and UAS, which regulations and
standards are still under development, and particular challenges. The most recent regulation to come
into force is the EU Reg. 2019/947, which defines three operational categories according to their
operational risk: Open, Specific and Certified. While Open category is reserved for less risky operations,
the Specific category covers medium risk operations. The EU Reg. 2019/947 accepts SORA
methodology as Acceptable Means of Compliance (AMC) for the Specific category, but it does not
completely address some key aspects of UAM such as high-density scenarios.
On the other hand, the certified category covers all high-risk operation, such as missions involving
carrying people or flying over assemblies of people, which will likely be the case for most UAM
operations. Nevertheless, the AMCs and guidance material required for this category are still being
developed and further work is needed to update some of the material already published. For example,
EASA Special Condition (SC) VTOL for small-category VTOL aircraft and its corresponding AMC miss
some aspects that limit the integration of UAVs in urban scenarios, such as remote piloting capabilities
or different autonomy levels.
Regarding U-space, the EASA Committee has approved the future U-space regulation that will entry
into force in Jan 2023. However, other essential material, such as SORA Annex H about U-space risk
assessment, are not available yet. MEDUSA, the safety assessment strategy for U-space developed
within CORUS project, aims to cover this gap and partially address some of the UAM challenges
described in this document. It provides a holistic approach to the U-space safety assessment
incorporating different viewpoints: operator perspective (which comes with SORA), airspace
perspective of the U-space service provision and the interoperability of these services with the
ATS/ATM. Also, MEDUSA shall be conducted considering normal, abnormal and faulted conditions,
which is essential to address safety concerns in urban scenarios.
In summary, it seems clear that particular safety assessment methodologies will have to be developed
to properly address the peculiarities and safety challenges arising from urban and sub-urban scenarios.
In this sense, AMU-LED project will build their own safety assessment methodology as part of WP2
taking on board SORA and MEDUSA strategies for low and medium safety risk operations (Specific
category and standards scenarios) and will evolve these methodologies taking inputs from ATM safety
assessments methodologies, which has already demonstrated their validity to ensure a safe operation.
Furthermore, AMU-LED will consider classifying the different U-space systems and services taking into
account their operational criticality. This classification will allow flexibility in the development,
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operation and maintenance of systems and software without jeopardising the safety levels.
Consequently, the safety assessment methodology will incorporate both UAM peculiarities and a
categorisation of U-space services based on criticality in order to improve the existent methodologies.
The second version of this ConOps will further investigate the current safety assessment
methodologies and propose a new approach that ensures all UAM peculiarities are properly
addressed.
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13 Verification and Validation
In the systems engineering framework, an initial system verification and validation plan is typically
developed early in the engineering process, often after completion of the ConOps, and may be
periodically updated as the project progresses. This may include the test strategies, definitions of what
will be tested, the levels to which different system elements will be tested, and a test matrix with
detailed mapping connecting the testing performed to the system requirements, as well as how the
developed system accomplishes what it was expected to do.
It is important to differentiate between verification and validation. Both activities assess how a system
has been built, but the main differences are as follows [27]:




Verification: Verification relates back to the approved requirements set and can be performed
at different stages in the product life cycle. Verification tests are the official “for the record”
testing performed on a system or element to show that it meets its allocated requirements or
specifications including physical and functional interfaces. Verification tests use
instrumentation and measurements and are generally accomplished by engineers, technicians,
or operator-maintainer test personnel in a controlled environment to facilitate failure analysis.
Validation: Validation relates back to the ConOps document. Validation testing is conducted
under realistic conditions (or simulated conditions) on any end product to determine the
effectiveness and suitability of the product for use in mission operations by typical users and
to evaluate the results of such tests. It ensures that the system is operating as expected when
placed in a realistic environment.

To prepare for the AMU-LED verification and validation processes, the following sub-processes are
envisaged as required:


Definition of verification/validation targets: The specific targets to be verified and validated
within the AMU-LED project will need to be defined, along with the specific procedures to be
followed during the verification and validation process, but those definitions might also be
developed closer to the start of actual verification and validation when a clearer understanding
of the UAM architecture and functionalities is available. In line with the U-space vision, those
targets may encompass the following U-space key technological capabilities:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Concept of Operations and procedures
Higher levels of air and ground automation
Aircraft systems
Datalink and spectrum
Information management, including geo-awareness and interface with manned
aviation
Ground based technology
Multiple service providers
Security, including physical security and cyber-resilience
Sense and avoid and separation provision

Verification/validation plan: The verification plan specifies the methods of verification to be
used for testing the developed UAM system. The validation plan is to define how system
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validation will be performed, namely the approach that will be used to assess whether the
developed UAM system accomplishes the requirements and expectations.
o

o



Specification of requirements: Requirements are typically derived from the user needs
identified in line with the development of the ConOps, especially the defined KPIs. The
resulting requirements will in turn used to inform and guide the development of the system,
as well as to establish required system verification needs.
o

o



Stakeholder requirements and expectations: Stakeholder requirements and
expectations reflect the vision of a particular stakeholder, result when they specify
what is desired as an end state or as an item to be produced and put bounds upon the
achievement of the goals. These may include, e.g., needs, wants, desires, capabilities,
constraints, external interfaces.
Technical requirements: The above stakeholder requirements and expectations can
be transformed into a definition of the problem and then into a complete set of
validated technical requirements expressed as “shall” statements.
 Functional requirements: what functions need to be performed.
 Performance requirements: how well these functions must be performed.
 Interface requirements: how elements interconnect with each other.

Testing environment setup: To commence the verification and validation processes within the
AMU-LED project, it will be also needed to prepare the testing environment beforehand, such
that a number of supporting and enabling elements will be well considered, for example the
relevant facilities, equipment, tools, simulators, measuring devices, personnel, permit and
climatic conditions. Some specific examples may include:
o
o
o
o
o
o



Verification plan ensures that all requirements have been met and reviewed, where
the test strategies ensure that the testing defined for each system component and the
integration of these components to meet the requirements.
Validation Plan implies assessing whether the system meets the goals, objectives, and
user needs. Some specific questions that this plan seeks to answer include:
 How the developed UAM system will be evaluated?
 Where the assessment will take place?
 When the assessment will be conducted?
 What types of tests will be conducted?
 What data will need to be collected?
 Who will conduct the assessments?
 Who will participate in the assessments?

Measurement tools
Embedded test software
Recording equipment
Hardware-in-the-loop simulations
Interfacing tools from external systems
Facilities and skilled operators

Verification/validation methods: Verification/validation required processes can be
performed recursively throughout the whole AMU-LED project and on a wide variety of
aspects, by means of different types of methods encompassing analysis, demonstration,
inspection and test. Some promising methods could be considered for AMU-LED:
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o

o

o

o

o



Laboratory testing can be set up and used to hosts the initial test environment,
involving several clients and applications to provide simulated and live flight cosimulation capabilities. For example, multi-faceted simulation components could be
developed to support near-term live flight testing and in addition to long- term
concept exploration.
Software-In-the-Loop represents the integration of compiled code into a
mathematical model simulation, and provides a practical, virtual simulation
environment for the development and testing.
Hardware-In-the-Loop can be used in the development and test of complex real-time
embedded systems, which provides an effective platform by adding the complexity of
the real-world inputs and outputs under control to the test platform.
Model-In-the-Loop enables the whole system to be modelled, which makes it possible
to simulate a complete environment in order to test the overall concept, capabilities
or strategies before functional validation.
Flight demonstration can be used to examine the applicability of different concepts,
technologies and architectures, to promote the cooperation of the relevant
stakeholders and to identify needs, problems, misconceptions that need to be
addressed before the developed UAM system is successfully realised.

Results evaluation: At the end of each AMU-LED verification/validation process, a report
detailing the outcomes will be produced with regard to the results evaluation.
o

o

Verification results are analysed for quality, integrity, correctness, consistency, and
validity, and any verification anomalies, variations, and out-of-compliance conditions
are identified and reviewed for follow up action and closure.
Validation results are also analysed for quality, integrity, correctness, consistency, and
validity and any unsuitable attributes are identified and reported. It is important to
compare the actual validation results to the expected requirements and to conduct
any required activities to re-solve deficiencies.
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